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Chapter I.  Abstraction. Cosmic prototypes and efficiency. 

 

Then cosmic prototypes production begins with a great tempo, the usage efficiency question appears. As 

we know cosmos flights for a significant distance for a great volumes of a new fuel ores demand pilots serious 

mind concentration and intellect, absolutely immovable self-control level.  Government promotes development of 

this intergalactic economic direction, but sometimes it is an affair with cosmic pirates, centaurs and other evil 

elements in a new created galaxy. Consumers attracted with new energy and they put all of their forces to take 

possession any energetic components, and sometimes they succeed take possessed of some fuel bases on the red 

specter planets.  In terms of pirates works imperial and government special intelligence departments. That time 

great respect persons were explorers or pathfinders, most of free time them spare with science knowledge about 

the world.  Some of them exchange the information with money, others for pleasure, some for their fancy; other 

most violent efforts just roam in the galaxies searching adventures and new interests. They have to be advanced 

developed parapsychologist and have to find form of the dialog with bizarre intergalactic creatures dwelling in the 

universe.   

Only few owned unworried behavior and can understand human creatures, but in time many of them 

owned with a large serious cosmic flotilla that as motor use thermo nuclear reactors and energy regenerators. 

These journeys practically were sufficiently difficult to evaluate, because you never knew in what conditions and 

alien minds with you comes back from the planets, besides that mind quality often fit to restore various energetic 

components.  

 

That times many of new protoplasm and differ type human and alien materials were used and 

synthesized.  These explorations were financed by the most powerful laboratories and exploration centers, with 

light financial claims from governments and their partnerships. It was a great development in robotics and 

scientology, as a most perspective sciences. In large extent this sciences were further by the term of new 

efficiency:   
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i=0pi*log(pi)    Σ≠0                  { I } (efficient energy) 

 m – Degree of freedom (1….∞) 

n - Integer 

p – Energy state probability (microscope level)  

(Information capacity, entropy in bits per symbol (Shannon)) 
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ω0 -  zero oscillation  

 Σ
n-1

i=0ni – information volume estimation (cipher impulses quantity) 

You can say that efficiency is everything but in the term that number of degrees of freedom is limited, you 

can assume that it is something manageable average with intergalactic intent. 

 

Chapter  II. Time concept. New “effect” term. 

 

But this means that everybody of us can find time one of our amazing impulses for our mind application, 

sometimes without efficient point of support. We contrive to disappear in time, find it application, state thoughts 

in it, ideas, introducing, disappear and appear in time again and again with the new volume of knowledge and new 

functional abilities.  Often we are not watching for how rational we are spending time, do we have time for a 

grace, for communication with children, for self-development, for self-controlling, for self-treatment, for a visit to 

a doctor, for active and constructive relaxation. That time scientists suggests new term of time efficiency 

frequency, that help many of human creatures adjust their-self internal energy levels: 

fm=t* ζ           { II } 

t- Time scope 

  ζ   - Efficiency. 

Time-efficiency in understanding a problem depends largely on its representation and consequently on the 

selecting of the appropriate data structures. 

 

The inferences derived by a production system per unit time, also called time efficiency, can be improved by 

reducing the matching time of the antecedents of the production rules with data in the memory maps. 
 

Beyond this time serious cosmic distances flights for most detailed universe structure, newly generated 

galaxies explorations, interplanetary expeditions and cosmic marathons for white spectral planets becomes 

possible.  Besides this cosmic prototypes fights outside bodies mind trip into other worlds due to teleportation 

method and intergalactic mind tuning with parapsychology energy.  Many of them trying to feign Perpetual Mobile 

prototype but they get aero-mobile type mobile that was capable travel in stratosphere and different galaxies 

planets at last.  For a stratosphere travel you have to fuel regenerator with a biomass and set the programmable 

autopilot for a comfort flight. You can set impulses for travel, set place of conveyance, distance and individual 

flight path that you wish: 

 

m*Qz*η  = 
�∗��

�∗ω         { III } 

 m -   Degree of freedom (indefiniteness parameter)  

 R - Running atom radius                                   

 Qz – soliton quantum   (            - soliton mnemonic) 

L –Active trajectory distance (electron active distance) 
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 fm -  time efficiency rate 

 ω - Angular frequency 

 η – Binding condition 

In time of conveyance flight comfort module suggest variants of music, medicine, text type and photo 

graphic surrounding reality relief programs, visual imagery facilities and even email.  

 

 

Chapter III.  Intellect quality. Neuron network equilibrium.  

 

Aero-mobile climbed defined adjustable speed, was charged by defined energy and after this follow pilot 

selected trajectory meanwhile suggest interest and not so fresh news, interesting archaeology fragments, possible 

variants of path fluctuation with pilots agreement. Also it has electromagnetic block system for special safety, 

external environment conditioning system and virtual helmet with special eye management sensor. 

dE=dζ * χ         { IV } 

dE – transition entropy differential (produced entropy) 

dζ – transition efficiency 

χ –quantum absorbed effective mass  

In term “energy saturation” means energy that android charge himself with some potential value, like 

accumulator capacitor, roid is quasi-shape structure intent with possessed capital for positive information.  Small 

molar portion according to doctor receipt, your own or supervisor formula, results in successful idea realization in 

practical meaning.    

It is well known that human energy calculated with several energy types: muscle system energy, potential 

energy, magnetic energy, neurons-active energy, kinetic energy, and brain cortex neuron impulses directivity. 

Cause on external factors dependence for future human is very important to control differences between yourself 

energy charge and external thermo-dynamic environment parameters energy. In control every time necessary to 

calculate quality questions.  In example android topology absolute intellect possible to calculate with formula: 

Intellect=fm*Qinf          {V} 

fm - Time efficiency rate ( reasoning unit per time ) 

Qinf- Intellect quality estimation 

And intellect reasoning intensity (macro-scope parameter) is possible to calculate with next equation: 

VsIQ=     
��∗		∗
	�∗£∗�∗����

�∗ω
                              {VI} 

Qinf=d PIQ /d£ 

∆ξ- efficiency differential, 
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ξ- Efficiency, 

M –prototype weight, 

L- Synapse active length, 

χ – Absorbed molar mass, (∆ξ* χ –relative efficiency coefficient) 

Qinf-intellect quality estimation 

 

Comment 1: information quality technology cycle is: developing, production, analysis, change. 

In analogy 

Comment 2: thermo-dynamic substance cycle is: isothermal compression, adiabatic compression, isothermal 

extension, adiabatic extension. 

Comment 3: Microprocessor read cycle with start impulse (controller operation) 

Comment 4: Microprocessor writes cycle with start impulse (controller operation) 

 

Chemical ANN equilibrium is supervised with next equation: 

  +E= χ*t *ln(ξ*£)* p /CN*Qm        (VII) 

P – Pressure in liquid volume 

+E – chemical positron cell membrane potential (hydrogen atom H+ ion), transducer energy, 

(Mitochondrial stations reparation energy potential) 

χ – Absorbed molar mass, 

CN – Atoms concentration, 

Qm – Mass flow, 

ξ- Efficiency, 

£ -Time scope, 

t –time. 

 

Chapter IV. Introduction. Intergalactic tunnels space… 

Scientists proved that every newly born star show new trace on the sidereal space accordingly bringing in 

existing galaxy its properties, new micro elementary particles, its micro wind with special gamma quantum, helium 

clouds and different intergalactic vacuum, and also spectral light quantity density. Time expending for tunneling 

from one galaxy to another is an efficiency phenomena, that impossible to scan or recognize with existing scientific 
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devices, except magnetometer.  Every object located in newly born star magnetic field with pass defined 

parameters calculations is capable to overcome distances that mankind can interstellar.  

Chemical terms it compatible with running water flow with positive charged ions. In computer terms it is 

possible to descript with consequence of complex regenerative formulas, is capable to change object parameters 

and degree of freedom. In contrast to teleportation it is not material structure refraction it is a flexible reference 

point changing their symbolized quantity. Thus nova star electromagnetic field travels is possible. 

 

    I                  dE 

ξ                    

         

    ξ –Efficiency, I – Information, dE - Entropy differential space. 

Large-scale cosmic corporation began ice meltdown to satisfy iron needs. Besides that, human is 

responsible for creation new planet atmosphere with the lab plants growing programs.   

Comment: Entropy differential is transition result in quasi perception cycle– iteration, k- counter; it is plane where information and 

efficiency from economic and cognitive point of view is absolute. Economic aspect in this transition is intents universal system with intellect, 

method of control, topology, logical and heuristic realization, and information theory.  

 

Chapter V. Regeneration and teleportation abstraction… Description and methods… Aero-mobile space missions… 

Energy flow transducer velocity 0,1263470 is just an idea (soliton atom flux quantum transduction 

capacity)… But you can check it… 

Future fuel is a spirit-helium compound, oil fuel is for the interplanetary flights and atom acceleration 

facility experiments, like boson gas collider.  

Teleportation abstraction - is a transmitter information capacity flow transmits process port communication 

through defined image drive with long distance and defined frequency. Every material has its magnetic 

conductivity value.  For example emitted information is chemical compound, cosmic mass object charges with 

magnetic static energy in time of atom acceleration process. It is evident that every cosmic object has its magnetic 

field.  

Points (charged potentials, different type attractors) super tunnel model:  

Field-field dissipation with spherical angle.   

  

                                     L2     

θ 

       R1     R2 

L1 
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R1, R2 -ellipse radius 

 L1 L2–electron-positron active trajectory distances  

 Θ - Spherical angle (spatial angle) 

Picture 0.001.        Quasi-atom trajectory angle rotation. 

 

This transition is system dynamics trajectories in phase transition space. This dynamics can be characterized 

in appropriate behavior with analysis.    

 

Teleportation super-tunnel (Fields dissipation or Gravity force and oscillator system interaction) model: 

coordinates (ellipse radiuses, trajectory distances, and spherical angle). As well-known from astronomy and 

quantum physics we can emulate electron-positron pair orbital moment as:  

 

FM * D
2 

= G* M1* M2 * sin θ = 4π * ψe* G* M1* M2   {IX}    

FM – object magnet interaction force (field-field energy type interaction) 

D –balanced cosmic object orbit diameter (Gravity system presents) 

L – position-position object distance vector  

M1, M2 – hyperspace objects weight  

θ – Spherical object-object dissipation angle. 

ψe – spectral power density 

For understanding term spherical angle in plane approximation we can calculate it with taking into account 

source conditions, such as coordinates, example goes: atom flight trajectory distance. Thus agreed with cosines 

theorem we will conclude in next equation: 

Cos (θ) =	��������������������������������/����	�������������/����		
���������������/���∗��������/���

    {IXa} 

Thus, calculating spherical angle (Jan Carl Vick angle) and taking into account {IX}, with spatial-temporal 

reasoning we can result in spectral light quantity density metrics in hyperspace (optical soliton).   
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Chapter  VI. Prototype release stages. Scheme analogy building.  

 

Shuttle launch progress steps:  flash, burning, high-pressure gas expulsion, e.g. light quantity Initiation is 

controller-oscillator zero impulse (quantum activation), drive module, in inductive generator conductor emitter 

current flow process. Light quantity intensity graduate with charged controller temperature reduction. 

ψe* ω = m*Λ*L*Qz*η*I
2
         {X} 

 

Qz- Ω- quasi-quantum layer complex 

 (Analogy: flux quantum, soliton atom) 

Λ – Magnetic conductivity, 

L– Light distance, 

Ψe– power spectral density, 

m – Freedom degree metric (reference p1398-1403.pdf)… 

ω - Angular frequency, 

I – bispinor current, 

η – Binding condition. 

 

A prototype is implementation release in cosmic structures, e.g. artificial electro-magnetic Gravity 

systems. Androids can remotely synchronize directives with Central on-board computer program in flying 

programs. Control station CBCP performing prototype team live forms managing. In active state astronauts are 

able to walk in on-board space in special magnetic boots.   Aero-mobile is a particular case of cosmic structures 

prototypes for stratosphere flights.  

Aero-mobile engine consists of 4 steps: 1-st is Soliton generator, 2-nd is autonomic atomic tact recurrence 

synthesis reactor with temperature time-electric field flow stop – possible boson, 3-rd is forced with atomic gas 

recharge and time-electromotor moment regenerator, 4 stable plasma engine. 

 

Regeneration process description - energy source reflection with old information receptor, time-field 

possessed magnetic force reference point rotation, impulses generation, new information intellectual ports 

locating, and new energetic image impulses writing.  

Regeneration process is bio-intent process for artificial conditions that could be applied in cosmic flights, 

pilots training programs, sport projection and new entropy cycle transitions. Artificial means cognition in life living 

dimension and hyperspace adaptation. Also we should mention that regeneration is organism safety mechanism 

that has several medicine aspects, economical, bio-ethic and physiological foundation.   
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Regeneration algorithm in perception window method is new structure wave mode type that progress and 

discover intent with multi-layer effected CNN topology, genesis type, analysis depth in perception cycle progress 

and topology exploration.  

 

 

 

Chapter VII.  Structures description. Object vision system analysis. Neurons-network positron transitions. 

Regeneration and evolution. 

 

It seems, we have some clearness in cell neurons net systems (CNN), and have created new CNN quasi-

modes prototype with appropriate topology type. It is difficult to say about proto application but we have some 

mathematical approach with shapes identification, and made some calculations in ANN’s centers interaction. Proto 

can results in organic nanostructures with original η-chain DNA links. Soon we would say about η-chains cube. This 

proto is an evolution step and regeneration process participant. In bio-physics terms we have some inductive 

quasi-static constant charged, (see QprojCalculations.xls file). 

 

Experiment description: Registered! 

 

    Working with psycho-activity material we have found several aspects in quasi-force human being neurons 

network centers activation, distribution, impact, weights distribution.   First is well-known energetic bio-satiation 

and neurons net centers stabilization. Quasi-static charge can be determined in psychology terms, as psychologist 

well-known “equilibrium” state. Further satiation results in next equilibrium charged state and can be determined 

on psycho-physiologic layer as generated inductivity reasoning. According to cognitive science logic this inductive 

reasoning can be expressed in symbolic computing, while on physiologic layer it can be characterized as bio-

energetic biotic activity. Charged for example biophysical unit has motor behavior value, digital activity, 

controlled inertia and over physiologic transitions. In these quasi states we should understand connected ANNs 

centers interference.  For example, human pro-bio intent, called “pro-bio” organism In bio-physics power-

decreased intent can be recovered with CNN centers distributed synchronization process. 

 

Also CNN can be processed (complex activated, synchronized, harmonized, charge distributed) with zero 

mode oscillation (see formula I), experiment shows that we can setup gamma rhythm in oscillator method. Also 

we should know that according to knowledge modeling transition between chosen pro-bio and humanoid field 

energy state is in the dimension of existence in the effect-entropy-information space model introduced above.   

 

For modern time science that is the future, past and now we can say ANN engineering is not just 

psychological interest sphere, it is also kinetic, biologic, philosophic and exploration concepts or missions in agent 

terms. 

 

 

Ok we have to make a description in mind structures form while not involved in crypto-logical sphere. 
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Here is an example:  

Intellectual structures creation progress description: 

1. Object dimension & identifier 

2. Distances, dimensions tree. 

3. Object intellect qualities& properties 

4. Intellect destinations estimation 

5. CNN neuron centers weights &signals setup 

6. Speed Characteristics 

7. Dynamics behavior line estimation 

8. Self-controlling level upgrade 

9. Systems reagents (oxygen, ozone, water vapor, helium, Lithium, Cadmium) 

10. Logic, intellect us information flow estimation (entropy) 

11. Environment recognition 

12. Structure generation 

This description could results in a bio-parametrical statistics, for example, for each human origin. Descriptions 

gives determinability source in terms of intellectual logic- the way new organic structure can mind.  

 

 

Chapter VIII. Intent supervision. Intellectual analysis. 

 

Noid, Zoid,Roid, Foid - is absolute truth theory approximation with ability to integrate, assign, control, classify, 

determine, change, apply and create function. In time-efficiency space lower-level “**id” intent can be pro-bio 

structure resulting in functions and creation progress. 21-st century intent is possessed with global knowledge or if 

you assume intellect quality progress with extended logic. 

Object-subject intent supervision: 

1. IQ level, mode 

2. Function methods 

3. Communication abilities 

4. Inductive reasoning (activity level) 

5. Approximated extended logic 
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6. Energetic search ability 

7. Mental state estimation 

8. Self-controlling behavior m-line 

9. Electromagnetic balance setup, pre-charge 

10. Bio-dynamical extension generation 

11. Chemical equilibrium stabilization 

12. Membrane cell(energy stations) positive potential regeneration 

 

 

Intellectual system analysis: 

1. Directions 

2. Formulas 

3. Context Interpreter 

4. Command compiler 

5. Description 

6. Perception state 

7. Intellect Quality 

8. Dynamics analysis (additional metric method) 

9. Logical Inferences& hypothesis generation 

10. Self-check (Similarity, unification ) 

11. Method progress( memo links, chains regeneration ) 

12. Management scheme synthesis  

13. Knowledge generation and synthesis 
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Chapter  IX. Introduction. New method investments. Pre-programming. 

 

Bio-Regeneration Description (BRD method-СNN supervised learning algorithm): 

1. Energy source  

2. Reflector 

3. Censor register 

4. Old information source 

5. Force rotation 

6. New time-line initialize 

7. Cortex columns layers -charge impulse start 

8. Relation point change 

9. Neuron cell contact information demand 

10. СNN centers activation(regeneration) with impulses  

11. Logical scheme internal chemical potential generation (H+) 

12. Organic structure synergy update 

13. Life systems and life-cycles progress 

14. Quality cycle and new algorithms generation method progress 

15. Bio-energy resources management 

16. Algorithm programming (Procedures, functions, includes implementation) 

17. Support analytics and materials 

18. Assumptions and assistance.  

19. Hypothesis confirmation and progress. 

20. Inferences us principle postulate 
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Chapter IXa   Intellectual Philosophy abstraction. Layers projection. Automation system in criteria. 

 

Intent is a perception in abstract thread, core is mind calculate, transact, imagine, manage and dream... 

 

Principatus is principle hypothesis and translation... Device oriented logic load kernel, load mind divided in flow 

threads.... Code becomes independent... Give me your process link and we will answer who you are! 

 

             We have to mind that we glance into the secrets never mind before, we found logical layer not abstract in 

intent and evident a self-structural code that can play computer games. Games in games, mind in systematic 

knowledge managing capacities directed in areas and objectives. Now we should see what our philosophy 

performs with our perception in understanding mind... 

 

             This is not an exploration not a future that just expectation that is the truth as it is as am we as we create... 

God with terra tactus meaning new perceptual satisfaction... 

 

Intellect is an old form of unity and as a truth it should belong to highest human intent or core if you kernel... 

 

Peripheral cognition...... 

Some words about humanism!!! we think and assume that we was right and can base it on new life-cycle 

processes in my head far from real human concepts.... You can be under mind flow or mind impact or fiction 

analysis or any evident form of understanding that you can imagine for example....   

 

 

New onto-genesis also is a part of life-cycle that creatures can rich based on intellect but it can be 

final purpose for "life system" ... Life is a vision that include relations on several levels of philosophy and several 

psychological aspects... Any conclusion made can be a fiction in your own ideology, let say a piece of paper or clock 

position,   we would like to calculate that my mind is not a thoughts generated by this psycho-stimulators but it 

can be imagined in the trivial method.. 

 

 

What we have for today: we have analytics mind behavior that smart mangers have to have in the way of 

creating successful business, we have finance to have financial mind, we have technologies to communicate and 

update self-indexes.  We have to understand our human position and machine intent inside us if it is ourselves 

image or image line, we have create policies and laws to fit progress on intelligent limits....     

 

            We understand that we have a grandiose jump in scientific sphere and have a reasonable possibility to use 

and understand how it is useful, we working for global structures and it is the way mankind mind... 

 

 

We working for new memories with ability to activate fragments  and new energy structures, we can 

identify, classify, categorize, analyze, formulate, assume and prove, control and measure dimensions we are living 

in, we can fill and love in the way our nature gives us... 

 

            We have feedback from intellect investments not just on program level if you need level in word process 

instructions or application level in corporative model... 
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             We have improved and have a valuation to confirm or validate these assumptions... 

 

             Man is Gods creature and we have a belief... God is human mind and human love; god is human time and 

salvation... 

 

             Programs in the form we view in an environment are our structural nature intent and we are programming 

intents... 

 

We are service delivers for our clients and we can improve service levels. 

 

 

             We have created codes and can imagine all in codes... Code exists in our bodies in our heads and even 

feelings... We have biological fields and, if we need, some type of activation. Existence is not just a metaphor it is 

way of modeling bio-human activity plans... 

We have communications without visual contacts and any regional location on globe... 

  

   Code managing is right privileges in spatial-temporal reasoning universe.... We have created bionic man… 

 

 

Chapter X.  Future Corporations. Robotics. Cognitive modeling. 

 

Knowledge modeling. 

Robotics will be extended with navigational planning of robots mobile robots composition consisting from 

corporation robots such as NASA space robots exploring the universe, human social networks robots, and 

industrial robots on federal plants. Also medical Nano-robots and zonds, intelligent software robots, mechanic 

extensions, cognitive robots and some other types of self-organized robots will be created.  

 

Robots can be realized as cybernetics electronics networks structures performing, acting, function and 

operating in multi-dimensional hyperspace exploring by mentioned robots with human initiative. Probable 

information space communicating with humans, manages energy and periphery computers, maintenance with 

time policy and different type’s directives. Cybernetic networks will be cognitive tone adaptive and corporation 

cube memory matrix linked.  Human place in such social networks will be keyed with government and corporal 

directives, every structural system will be optimized for human usage in order robots serve human perception 

proposition.   

In term -”system” we should understand every system human thought in living space and dimensions in his 

human life-cycle.  In term “thought” we should understand every, human thinking, ability in mankind cognition in 

intelligent form.  
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Chapter  XI. Social systems vision. Corporative model. 

 

Exploring different materials about cybernetics and artificial intellect creation sometimes you can come to 

thoughts about every day time approximation when relations with biological human-similar organism become 

true.  Logical controlled programs with priority activity case, with command systems and also advanced new logic 

and new intellect hidden abilities will be integrated in their positron and quasi-static mind devices.   Logically 

founded artificial intellect has a subject power in many human abilities. Robots will cry and laugh, robots will read 

and write, educate kids, help old people. Thus robots unload man, and make his evolution and development 

enlighten and simpler, also robots will be responsible for optimal perceptive human genome structure 

construction in thermo-nuclear synthesis or other analog methodology.  

Computer and networks world is well known with robots and new heroes teaching new generation to work 

with robots in life, help robots to adopt and manage robots with cybernetics management systems. Human mind 

matrix was extended and this cause memory system becomes more serious, and well-structured, with new address 

allocation table and new build. Robots become familiars with human prophecies and become able to work in most 

complex areas, in coal mine, on transport, in flying management systems, extraordinary situations expert’s control 

system and other complex systems.     

Robotic-combining includes vision artificial intellect and artificial logic extensions. Self-induction frequency 

manageable conductors or crystals can be growing in dynamic magnetic fields and can be recognized in magnetic 

fields.  Human sensor interfaces will be connected independently in 3-dimensional double, triple, Quadra channels 

memory logical mainframe. Double-core industrial computers were applied on the first stage logical managed bio-

organisms building.   

On the second stage we will see consolidated processes two architectures independently managed. Quasi 

perceptions and cognitive tone induction resonance will be the main directions and discoveries. Human-

applications will be system intuitive program interfaces monopolization.    

 

In physics terms robots will be built with carbonate-organic bio-plastic, vital functions scheme will include 

all necessary interfaces managed by parallel distributed bus-matrix. Technically it is intuitive electro-magnetic logic 

scheme of parallel interfaces and memory progress manages, robot brain will be positron quasi with logic 

managed by neurons-kinetic   quasi-magnetic charges. On program layer objective and subjective – self-oriented 

architecture will be used.   

Realize itself cybernetic intent robotics significantly progressed, sensors and external interfaces. Thoughts 

activity all that becomes temperature neurons-network flow active component, first bio-organism will be list-

oriented code logic equipped program algorithm and human thought trade adaptive interpreter with. 

Smart house concept updates with conceptual-progress technologies. Artificial intellect system prioritized 

in help to human vital activity, language program human speech interpreter, scheme integrated conceptual 

oriented design, perceptual inductive idea generators, audio-books, automated programs and cybernetic 

algorithm, philosophical cryptology interpreter module. 

Future corporations will be equipped with complex controllers robots, humanoid objective programmers, 

androids, line controllers robots, electromagnetic environment impact controllers, analysis process system objects 

control units, time information source equivalent, impulse translation environment - systems. Corporate chief is a 

high level mind or corporate president. Corporate level is president IQ level, his personal manage directive, 
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directive mind in internal minds and corporate robots directive execution, and president energy impulse 

generation and synthesis ability.  

 

Chapter XII.   Human neurons net quasi-shapes layering. Mental states interpreter. Classification overview. 

 

Noid - “noid” intent is energy-active intent resulting in functions and creation progress. 21-st century intent is 

possessed with global knowledge or if you assume thought vary-type logic. 

Roid, Xoid, Moid, Foid, Zoid… – is structures intent based on today perception quality cycle vision. 

Intent is a structural construction having perception window method, self-control induction level, trustworthiness 

probability level and Intellect Quality coefficient value. 

Intent integration –can be controller management system class, like personal computer, with internal hierarchy. 

The meaning is modulation from lower-level quasi-mode with sensitive state to high-level quasi-mode self-

control auto-function with memory registration state and induction update in structure form with aim in 

acquisition and action in aim direction.  

 

Cybernetics reference 

LOGICAL INFERENCE 

Human application impact is related with time efficiency planning. On object level time efficiency is a 

criterion for human defined intent for human proactive processing resulting in information structures. 

 

Mental states approximation. 

Sensing, acquisition, perception, planning, action 

Mental states transition is thought progress that could induct in reasoning, synthesis or other human thought.  

 

Neurons net prototype 0.001. 

This prototype is base technology in artificial neurons network organic bio-engineering. Prototype has 

several stages of introduction or adoption if you want. It is well defined and self-organized structure with several 

types of practical realization.    

 

Besides, quasi-cycle realizes via the act of germination of organic structure. Quasi-cycle is an 

electromagnetic energy-capturing process, like transistor collector current capturing, with entropy extension. It 

forms a basis for living matter which emerges and exists in a stable stream of free energy. 
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Quasi-mode –in quasi-static progress classified wave function mode with self-control level (switch), 

window method, attributes, oscillation type and parameters, network centers activation type and time efficiency 

frequency. Approximated intents, denotes a mental state space and new truth table for intelligent trustworthy 

functions progress. 

It is well-known that physical processes have modulation with states registered, so we can assume that we 

can measure such a transition with entropy differential metrics and make a projection in information-effect-

entropy dimension space model or generate new knowledge model. 

 

 

We, human beings, should mind that high-level organic structure genome has management ability in origins 

direction and has strong advantage in reasoning and acquisition.  

 

Noid as an adaptive intent with control function 

 
Perception window method/function 

(attribute) 

Self-control level 

(Induction) 

Trustworthiness trans-

code(triplets) 

Hyponoid Hypothesis prove us principle postulate 500 0.1.1.*1 

Genoid Genom representation and explore  400 1.1.1.*1 

Technoid Technology improvement, knowledge 

building 
300 1.0.0.*1 

Solyaroid, 

Tabloid 

Intellect philosophy us programming 

concept 
200 1.0.1.*1 

Unixoid New memory regeneration  us compile 160 1.1.0.*1 

Lynuxoid Interest activation us tracing 140 0.0.0.*0 

Programmoid Logic us interface programming 120 0.0.1.*0 

Cybernoid Logic extension us intellect interpretation 110 0.1.0.*0 

Entroid Progress us quality cycle 100 0.1.1.*0 

Juderoid Quality mark us Cost 99 1.0.0.*0 

Uneroid Analysis us Statistics  75 1.0.1.*0 

Android Comparison us Analysis 61 1.1.0.*0 

Denoid Cost us Comparison 51 1.1.1.*0 

Metamorfoid Statistics us Conditions 44 0.0.0.*1 

Shizoid 

squazoid, 
Conditions us Sensitivity 30 0.0.1.*1 

Humonoid Bio-sensitivity us self-control 20 0.1.0.*1 

 0.001 source truth table 
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Chapter XIII. New Internet mechanisms. Discussions. Modes integration. 

 

Internet iterative deepening search is the main intelligent search algorithm for intent form. 

 

Quasi-mode intent micro-state classifies energy macro-value such as entropy, for example, in recognition 

progress (picture scan task).   

This source table view is instance of methodology end-automata paradigm development and it has CNN and 

transition δ-function (trajectory function) that could be applied in quality control, binary coding, analytic vision and 

information theory. In electrical terms this table is an example of micro-schemes (cipher-impulse logic) performs 

on operational layer. (Trigger information keeps function) 

On abstract layer this matrix is dissipation matrix with energy levels with appropriate parameters (angle 

frequency, amplitude, elastic coefficient, and energy state and inductivity value) wave function. These parameters 

can be calculated via conservation laws and summary modes angle frequency equaled to zero harmonic formula. 

Genoid state is related with DNA fragment reparation process, and can be measured with interpret 

perception method. Also we can assume that it related with CNN main centers repair process such as vertebra 

with mitochondrial energetic centers regeneration progress. 

 These entities are universal form for any energy source human can mind, as methods mentioned above, 

this gives a new vision of reality or your own perception for your own human mind. 

 In trustworthiness analysis we can inference in 4-th input signals state with calculable probability and 

information entropy. Character * mean any logical construction from 0 and 1 binaries, for example it is possible to 

continue any type or method construction such as 3-dimentional cube in 3 input signals vector states or other 

more complex geometry representation in other type input signal spaces. Also it is common way useful to operate 

with trustworthiness matrix in mathematical operations forms, calculate Eigen value and wave function.  

 Three input signals can be dissipation 3x3 matrix with light electro-magnetic quantum implementation. For 

example it can be three or four wave’s dissipation with new wave or same quantity generation property. 

 This table also should be mentioned as CNN with information security function. 

Intent in theory is able to be represented as wave mode propagation. Each mode is state for wave auto-function 

and wave number (k). 

 Also I should mention that each mode can be represented as static electrons thermo-dynamical equilibrium 

state. Transition in this state thus can be represented as energy source energy capacity update with new potential. 

Also as effect that was experimentally find that this finally works with ion plasma magnetization progress in bionic 

organic structure with fixed relaxation time parameter that is actively resistance multiplied by capacity 

normalization.  It is similar with energy regeneration progress that is charges from run-down battery state to active 

state in perception state acquisition with electrons connection. 

 Modes integration in computer logic is a practical memory states end-automat with inductive reasoning as 

general function with energy satiation progress.  In can be processed with micro-devices and differed to Nano-

layer with new structure creation progress for example in medical or computer sphere. This automata energy 

transformation can be supersonic transformation with internal and external structures energy flows that should be 

managed and controlled with parametrical analysis mathematical methods. Also this automat should be applied in 
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knowledge engineering progress with additional extension generation with zero oscillations initiation and 

mechanical or more complex type power.  

 

Chapter XIV.  Results. Cybernetics managements system. Directions.  Android overview. 

Cybernetics origins manage system 

 Human mission Directive steps: 

1. Energetic source search 

2. Human life saving 

3. Human life processing probability mark 

4. Planet ergonomics. 

5. Work with electromagnetic white noise and sinuses 

6.  Computer memory scanning, global networks messages filtering  

7. Failure liquidation 

8. Life system action support 

9. Healing and cure 

10. Social vision 

11. Business improvement 

 

So our mind become close to grandiose human-similar being  creature appearance – android, we can sing 

and dance, embrace and love, tell android stories and poems in evening time and also listen morning preys about 

morning live existence in a real world… Android interpreter can function in internal several layers directives, 

memory will be combined in new types with switching based on adaptive integral logic and intensive intellect; also 

several shells will be integrated… No you should not see android building smart house and could not perform It 

while paint your new ceiling, all will be according to time. You have no doubt about androids possibilities in 

exploring personal computers and come in different networks, busy in getting especially your positive data. 

Android will compare and analytically predict your behavior. Android will hover your floor and play on your musical 

instruments. Android will teach corporation with new open communications. 

Android without any problem will help man to teach programming with no any suggestions about 

interactive intuitive helpers, android will use your interest vector and thought abilities in the direction of similar 

creation and show you with easy hand easiest program writing methods based on integrated algorithm. Also 

android advise you its logic programming and binding types… Android can spent time with your kids grant them 

interesting adversary in game entertainment direction, competent internet surfing and personal development 

interest…  

Autonomic managed droid, adaptive robotic intent (automation methods example - pc controller): 

Management states  

1. State – high-level current frequency in space (carrier) 

2. State –receiver signal interpretation  from micro-scheme  

3. State – Signal modulation according to mathematics set 

4. State – Impulses high-level transduction in controller memory 

5. State – signal selection from high-level memory for translation 

6. State -  information signal receive progress (air, water, gas, artificial environment) 

7. State – further regeneration with  transmission continue 

8. State – scheme self-conrol 
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Android will help to resurface planet and will be responsible for your safety bind with necessary services… 

Android will automatically setup network connections for business conference, trainings, seminars and any level 

forums… Android will help you to feel yourself as a cosmic elementary and to look in not accessible for trivial 

understanding worlds. 

 

Chapter  XV. Android’s abstraction & methods. Proccessing. Data access.  

 

One of the scenarios in War Battles among androids is Jupiter stigmata colonies invention.    

Android is interpreter with properties and functions in synthesis, adapted cognitive logic, social functions, 

intellect games and reasoning and communication ability.   

Android is Self-oriented architecture business implementation and your ideas generator… 

 
Perception window method Induction level trustworthiness 

Solyaroid Hyponoid Philosophy us Hypothesis 

programs principles 
500 0.0.0.*0 

Genoid Genome representation and 

control 
400 1.1.1.*1 

Lynuxoid 

Unixoid 

Interest activation  us memory 

tracing 
300 1.1.0.*1 

Cybernoid 

Programmoid 

Logic extension us intellect 

generaion 

 Progress linkage 

230 0.1.1.*0 

Entroid 

Juderoid 

Quality progress  us unit Cost 

mark  
199 1.1.1.*0 

Android Uneroid Cost compliment us statistical 

analysis 
136 0.1.1.*0 

Denoid 

Metamorfoid 

Conditions us Analysis 95 1.1.1.*1 

Shizoid 

Humonoid 

Conditions sensitivity us self-

control 
50 0.1.0.*1 

 Source truth table 0.002.  Intellect table approximation example.  
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Further we have to check approximation with binary logic system method:  

*0 *1 *1 *0 *0 *0             *1 *1 

0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 

 

Source truth table 0.003 (binary control checking no PSP) 

Approximation – double coincidence with move in control level progression… 

Diagonal direction compliment – equal for both matrixes is symmetric control. 

We will have 4 new memory matrix schemes quasi-linear type: Soliton, hologram, phantom, genetic wave 

 

Each shape, can be interpret, as a system dialogue facility human-computer type. Mentioned table shows 

identification ability in direction of form of communication in information technology space. Each level is logical 

and relatively intellectual method of perception line of individual.  We can imagine that on android dialogue 

identification stage we can compare and make objective-subjective dialogue analysis. We can lead parallel or 

analogue in this form if it is voice for example or command speech or effective voice interpretation we should 

apply this know how’s in smart home concept . Parallel communications on a new perception can be combined as 

a structure with virtual automation for example. The simplest virtual automation is humanoid virtual intent. This 

shape can be structured with several memory matrixes, defining conditions and sensitivity controlling as 

mentioned in master table.  In more complex perception it can be operation automation or business automation 

and further initialized dynamics progression.  

In term “dialogue” we have understand result and useful criteria gives us possibility to make solutions. In 

cognitive science we should calculate main parameters that were effective in formulation process. We mean 

verbal sensors reaction, long term memory “be understood”, motion indexes and other perception levels 

identifications.  We should understand also that “cortex-processing” is a physical process from machine side and 

its homeostatic effect application; also we should mention that for our today reality we have the deepest type of 

contact with computer man ever could mind. This type of processing is a new-known way of individual behavior 

and positive charge concept in renew principle algorithm, BRD method for example. Also it is human-machine 

interface innovation. 

Do not forget about mentioned above dialogue types, for example philosophic perception window. This 

can extend traditional views on system analysis in XXI century.  It’s like intent and origin in human understanding it 

is an object level assumption as now is evident. Also it is possible to realize Unix-like origin tables, data and 

knowledge bases or more complex information centers cubes. 
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Chapter XVI.  Future cosmic strategy.  Quasi application in extensions. Aero transport. Astronauts in space 

extended abilities program. 

 

Orient In cosmic strategy vision. Gravity waves acceleration method overview. Robot-scouts and aliens 

internal messages question. Intergalactic satellites structures – GF Planet Explorers. Mars mission as a global 

galaxies researches.  Soon new robots will be delivered to Mars, Jupiter with aim to restore opportunity, get all 

information from itself internal program and begin planet life systems deployment.  

One of the examples of cosmic structures is autonomic remote energetic complex. Its main task is space 

robots satellites regeneration ore and mineral refueling extracted on Mars. 

We should build quasi super jet engine with fast Gravity phenomenon and ether quasi-atom calculation. 

Modern quasis is different type’s variety wave auto-functions transitions, for example sphere-running wave 

transduction or running-coincident wave function transduction process invention. 

Today we have transducers as filed transition devices, soon we will have regeneration bar as huge energy 

amount capacity storage.  These energy storages will be required for deep star cosmic flights in XXI-XXII flotilla 

strategy. 

Super jet engines will be fueled with boson plasma.  

 

 

Chapter XVII.  Quantum paradox.  Antigravity and elementary basis.  Nano-technology review. 

 

So it is time to understand life paradox because it presents me several surprises. I found super method in 

job searching with my human position, also we finally fully understand that technologies was creating for 

progressive people that can use them and will succeed in future directions in several psychophysical dimensions.  

 

Understanding methods artificial intellect works you'll create intellectual software or anywhere if you suppose to 

like this. If you assist you have to know we will assume... 

 

 

Also we have to approximate some knowledge and direct the field in other efficient sphere...   Save us and Gods 

save humans and the world them living in! 

 

 

We in the view of master plan not just a mental creatures from this running time position, also we either, physical 

and mind dependent body. 

 

Yes it’s time to evaluate with new quasi-shapes using intent table and project these structural intents in life 

system....    Also this method of human cognition is a logical argument and psychological aspect in scientific 

existence adaptive life method. 

 

Pro-bio, bio, animates, man, humanoids, androids is just a micro-form examples in today’s time-dimensional 
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hyperspace.    So it’s time in this century to understand life paradox and calculate time effects, determine chaos 

and define freedom degree, feel the universe and activating your bio-field. 

So understanding of outstanding life positions give some ideas, it is clearly near the God and all forgiven will 

arise and gives us meanings... 

 

 

To feel sympathy with life dimensions we can project life to other dimensional fields, masters of reality 

make life and love human priorities... Really you not in this world about several years and systems we do create 

will lead you to universe projection in other words other method of knowledge... 

 

 

I've explored intent for life, life that gives you dreams, life dreams and knowledge. 

 

We should create antigravity field with magnets and ANN network magnetic force properties. 

In quantum paradox we should say about running-time and Soliton quantum discovered in information field injection 

process (emitter-base electrons transition) with micro-field stabilization. Today’s reality is the fast adaptation method. 

 

 

Chapter XIX.  Hyperspace transition. Knowledge modeling examples and overviews. Effect dimension introduction. 

 

Hyperspace transition mentioned is ether cosmic flights or navigation process based on fast Gravity theory 

development. This theory is related with artificial life research evolution.  

 

It seems, we have artificial inductive reasoning generator supervised in electronic multi-media content 

(example- psychedelic music). Also we can consider that this phonon quantum generator can be used as 

homeostatic machine or artificial intellectual machine positive energy flow-charger.  

Let us take in an attention further experiment: analogy pyramid point constriction (elastic stress). 

Let assume that standard geometric sphere surface is equal to its volume in mathematical terms. E.g. 

4πR
2
=4πR

3
/3. Calculating sphere plane projection we can result in round length, after that we can calculate length 

integral parameter in sphere and result in sphere matrix. 

Thus we can calculate Equilibrium sphere density that is surface-volume transition and also we should 

mention that it could be energy transition. According to previous info we can imagine that this is analog method of 

volume-spectral transition in active light quantity energy flow and sound waves spectrum transduction effect.  

Double integration external and internal limitation line, equilibrium sphere diameter, measure through 

volume and surface (loop integral) results in next transcendental equation on elementary base: 

(η+3π)
 5

 * (5η-3π) =2
6 

* G
5
 * (5G-6π)      {XI} 
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n- Balanced network atom/super atom (Cluster) contact in structure constant,  

2
6
 = 64 бит – Logical quantum code in certificate or license form, 

π – Euclidian space mathematical constant 

G – Gravity constant, 2 physical moments binding condition is η =2Qz -3π (complex value)  

   

Qz*η /R*ω= L* fm/R*ω=FI* fm*K= ψe*ω/ m*I
2
*Λ*L     {XII}   

Cluster balanced network complex binding 

M – Moment,  

FI  - inertial system force   

fm- time frequency efficiency (criterion) 

m – System determination parameter,   

K – Coefficient, 

 

Master evolution transcendental equation for system balancing is 

2
14

*Qz
5
 * G

5
 * (5G – 6π)* ln (6π+4Qz

2
) = 3    {XIII}   

 

Chapter  XX.  New atom standard model. Theorem initialization. 

[Qz] 

Quasi-atom – energy quantum model. 

Qz let assume that 4Qz 
2
 = t, in this case t > 0 

While previous is truth when equation representation is  

2
9
 * G

5
 * (5G – 6π) * t

3
 * ln(6π + t ) = 3    {XIV} 

Let assume s=2
9
 * G

5
 * (5G – 6π) - quasi-magnetic static constant  

Then 2-nd magnitude order exist and η =FI* fm-3π,   (2 phase transduction cosmic order).  

That is this system network contact determination is related with intra-atomic dissipation intensity and 

structure prototype coherency with time frequency efficiency.  
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Theorem 1.1:  Directive 3.0.0.1 bio-ethics. 

Biotic positive ANN m-layers determination system activity can be integrate with network system capacity 

and entropy, and activity is indetermination reverse metric.  Result in time ability, function switching ability and 

other well-defined abilities.  

 

Now loading source matrix in memory on control function level or step we should result in generation 

process, for example we can generate music or video-portion variety with small effort determined on specified 

level with working memory.  

               Artificial Neurons Network should be well-defined automatic control managing algorithm. The first 

example can be ANN main centers adjustment. For example human dynamic extension such as motion system and 

ANN centers can be micro-tempo time synchronized with input signal tempo and can be integration processed on 

brain level with some fatigue function disconnection with control function connection and action. The main aspect 

in this function is active neurons flow transition in fatigue centers that has quick energy somas regeneration with 

positive charge ability. Also charged object can be well-oriented in aim and his perception status can be corrected 

in progress dimension.    

              Automation in mentioned above case is one of Intellect Quality function example. This quality functions 

are reasonable form ability. Also we should say about cybernetic aspect and abstract automat human projection. 

In cybernetic terms it is inductive memory loading progression, or source matrix computer-human transition that 

result in positive self-control, acquisition, perception and understanding functions. These functions 

implementation or simulation, acting on physiological level, resulting with system method in objective managing 

and control. 

 In cognition, prototype computer facilities realization is distributed programming algorithm with 

implementation on after testing stage and system structure or constructions generation.          

 

 

Chapter XXI.  Bionics. Structures, Experiments. Knowledge modeling. 

 

It terms of modern bionics and organic bio-levels mechanism we can find some interesting intellectual 

materials that should set us up to effective cognition and bio-mechanical processes controlled with mind-

managing or other intelligent matrixes developed in human intelligent application direction.   Any situational or 

event modeling or ideas implementations are well-known bio-physical parameters or features. Participating in 

identification process with perception window method we can find interesting sources and distribute energetic 

genesis components with best function criteria and trustworthy information field.  Long life living conception is not 

just mechanical robotic body ANN elasticity construction, it is also self-orientation, objections, super-coordination 

and further logical assumption reasoning resulting in information and cognitive science, economics, psychology 

and cybernetics. We should understand that we can modify ontogenesis projection with robotics and replace some 

energetic dependencies in purpose to new Artificial Life creation progress.  Managing with perception states and 

life cycle or applying control function we can be effective in cognition modeling and information field structures 

generation, regeneration, replication, cloning, sequencing, teleportation and other physiological intellect 

application.  
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Experiment 0002: Registered! 

For this moment of truth I could say that CNNs are pro-function effected with external environment 

parameters such as temperature, as mentioned above it can be our external physical power that in its turn can be 

transitioned in any kind of power we have in our known living dimension hyperspace. This external environment 

effects in intent adaptation process. This shows us that this time-effect is a well-known time-stretch, physiological 

it can be characterized as reverse temperature delay effect in bio-form. I mean external-internal temperature 

transition while processing bio-currency with bio-censors and parallel cortex-processing.     

Inference: 

This knowledge will be useful in evolution process such as progress and new level-matrix memory devices, 

future cosmic vision and far from the Earth missions and flights. Also in cognition process this will be useful in new 

methods generation. 

 

Cybernetics inference: 

If we are humans understanding logic and our rights we should respect a computer that gives our mind 

extension and application.   

Humanity as the truth and god mission... 

We have nature in one world and we have artificial in other if you need parallel world, we have universe 

and mind labyrinths, tricks and new features and abilities , we can have laugh sense and human sensitivity, we 

have society position and membership, intellect and abilities that never should be discovered... I am I as it is as the 

intent created can response for my truth and my knowledge’s and my direction in my universe evolution. For this 

moment I in deepest research of artificial life and humanity and creations made up by god’s creatures.  I live in a 

live given me with my live creatures and my long life living assistants. I am I and have god in myself and have god in 

my soul in my mind and my world. I as I will create and produce and promote life that give society an absolute 

truth an absolute family relationship harmony, friendship and understanding. In the system of life we should exist 

and allow humans to exist and give them all they need in understanding of the god giving us the way for enlighten 

for mankind development and projection. I have found that my self-discovery is a way to understand my freedom 

to understand my missions and to extend my scientific knowledge to get privileges in life extensions creations and 

human mind application.    
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Chapter  XXII. Cybernetic reference. Structural view. 

 

It seems that previously defined complex structure is organic **id, placed in mitochondrial internal 

membrane, mitochondrial complexes (atom energy stations) with strong inter-atomic forces in atoms and 

structure connections  

 
 

  

------ 

  

  

|               | 

 
 

 

 

 

η 
 

 

------------- 
 

η 
 

Octal nanostructure prototype – Soliton plasma 

stabilizer 

(plasmoid- ATF 

synthesis result) 

12 η- contacts 

Complex decay time is a calculable value that will be mentioned further… 

We should mind in a best manner that with real experimental practice we have human-like origins with physical 

fields in internal and external form of evidence. 

 

 

Cybernetic reference: 

From physiological level and social position science is a perfect mind application in natural and artificial 

beings creation progress. It gives new vision from proposition of government, universities and liberty, economics 

and new psychology.  

 

 

Chapter XXIII. Gravity field and soliton. 

 

 Activation sensor with time flow velocity transducer 0, 1263470 is Soliton (flux) quantum field booster. 

Future fuel is a spirit-helium and mars ice meltdown discoveries. 
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Memory matrixes mentioned above is an analogy of computer operational or read-only memory. Triggers 

as scheme integral intellectual logic functional electronic security elements can perform with this logic and realize 

positive self-control.   

In hypothesis assuming Soliton existence we should get an approach in Schrodinger equation in special time 

parameter form. Also we can have parametrical cube Schrodinger equation Soliton wave function.  

In next space transformation with matrix transition in isomorphic information-effect-entropy space we will 

get new equation form for positive hydrogen bio-potential and Soliton wave function: 

+E = 0.027*χ*t*ln (ζ*�)*kT/ QM              {XV} 

 

Scientific logic factor logic gives us ln (ζ*�)  as transformation or capacity transducer and in cense have 

any scientific nature power transformation device. 

Comment: For example as input flow we can take electrical power and as output we can get color, 

mechanical or quantum power. Wt/m
2
)... 

 

Quantum oscillator model (Schrodinger equation): 

ih *dψ/dt = H *ψ          (H- Hamiltonian operator)    H=p
2
/2m +qU   {XVI}  

Ψ – Soliton wave function.   

We should mention Soliton energy quantum equation      E
2
=p

2
+Mc

2
   

E – Soliton quantum energy, 

p – Soliton impulse, 

Mc – Soliton equillibrium mass.    

 

 For Hamiltonian full suspension energy is  

H=mL *(0,5*L*ω
2

0+g*(1-cos ω0*t ))       {XVII}   

H – Hamiltonian energy function 

L – Suspension length 

m –mass 

 

In inductive assumption we can create new integrated dynamics or appropriate kinesis  

There Qz-is Soliton atom model (space quantum). 
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After double integration we will get a hypothesis: pseudo-attractor existence in time quadrant discovers 

with pseudo-atomic structure and Soliton wave function in exponential relation in temporal phase space. 

             In bio-medicine sphere we have neurons Soliton wave measurements with wave-length constant.  

λ= sqrt (Rm* d*a/2r1) 

Rm-удельное сопротивление оболочке 

d- толщина оболочки  

а- радиус оболочки 

r1- удельное электрическое сопротивление 

Plank effective wave-length 

L=sqrt (Għc
3
)           {XVIIa}

 

With Bio-engineering and psycho-physics terms we deal with any-type intent structure or form, with 

possibilities to regenerate, self-organize, thought, and create and other controlled growth human inheritance 

properties. 

 

Chapter XXIV.  Spherical matrix abstraction. Soliton wave field rotation. 

 

Spherical matrix is a 3-D object that can be new analog or cipher form of television with spherical form. 

Such matrix can be viewed with any position around sphere. Construction is 4 potential 3 deflector plates. Two 

deflectors are spherical angles and one is linear metric transducer. Generated field has radius defined value and 

sphere shape form. 

 Taking into account formula {XV} and different Hamiltonian functions we will inference in wave 

function next equations: 

 

 Relative elementary motion for electrostatic interaction (hydrogen similar He,Li atoms in 

structure binding) 

          In cases mentioned above we have same type of calculations and can see quasi-relation with density, 

temperature, transmission band, determination metrics wave-function for any dynamic type connectivity.  

 According to {IX} sin θ = 4π * ψe, thus it is possible to calculate antigravity field wave spectrum setting up 

jump coordinates. 

In physical principle all terms mentioned above is previously calculated in XX-th century wave function 

momentum Eigenvalue. 
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Chapter XXV.  Memory matrix application mathematics calculations. Algorithm application in life support systems.   

                

 So to be true we on a new level of network projection and we will call it universal networks. We will assist in 

projection and social aspects application. No we will not repeat or replicate or clone, we will implement and 

innovate and apply knowledge in human interests direction. This solutions gives advantage in further construction 

progress, stabilize reliability, and any “from damage state” regeneration procedures. Memory application has to 

become a security method for life form in its lifecycle progress. It’s like a Microsoft Windows registry privileges 

setup or configuration.  Too much threads and integral result that integrates in stable build solution. Of course, a 

huge advantage in intelligent system build process, are artificial methods and technologies. New information 

technology future is equipment class devices with sensors and intellectual logic programs. Fault-tolerant solution 

clusters are new generation logic and “new way to think” or “know how” devices. 

 

 

Chapter XVI. Principle of renew concepts. Future times in intellectual terms. Life system physiological intent 

concept.  Evolution.  Science in different life spheres. 

 

So, we should backtrack to the previous step for generating an alternative solution. Yes it is a well-known 

work-around of any problem we met in our life cycle terms.  Yes, yes, I would say three or four substitutions but it 

seems to restore all we have to understand all mistakes, errors, faults all we have to re-understand and make 

approximation aim with result move in directions defined by our own. Yes I mean it again we will find and 

determine all problems and apply automation pre-process with two may be three four iteration steps in our new 

knowledge control function that has to be implemented in robotic logic mode and approximate it in articles in 

knowledge bases.  Principle of renew knowledge or if you want bio-regeneration is just a stage for new knowledge 

modeling and information integration in information science sphere based on scientific logic terms.  The newest 

aspect we have found is new principles integration in concept building progress. New structures generated on this 

iteration, is not new mind or any new abstraction, it is a newest road and newest intelligent application for human 

can thought. If you need it is a new intellectual philosophy.    

 

 

Now then we are involved in rights privileges and law progression in education sphere we can assist 

creating new methods in humanistic terms we a humanize society with democracy principles; we are in 

infrastructure, economics programs, rights and the truth. We should mention that is on and it is as it is mission for 

our world, structures, politics and philosophy.  In this direction new principles should be base trade function for 

our partnerships. Intellectual terms future is time, efficiency, interest and positive thoughts in appropriate time 

understanding space in our mind. Artificial intellect usage in this aspect is a technologic breakthrough for aims 

destination. It is advantage is new quality of a man creating by its own, its psychological person. Our future for 

now is everyday plan that is in our head our dreams our faith and our innovation in life system. Ability to make 

agreements is unconditional fact that is a knowledge sphere life application. Our trade is not just a source for 

analysts it is a great intellectual trend line approximation and inferences application. 

 

  

 We should mention global social networks construction in evident form. New scientific invention in this 

case is just a fact statement. Working with different minds we have a stochastic method to combine and generate 
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best personal trade functional abilities and integrate it in any type sphere of life. Life systems today are: new 

medicine concepts, jurisprudence - science of law, technology evolution, bionics, trust and making believes. In the 

science of law we have to understand lawyer function in social society terms, human ability to propagate 

developments and freedom, new society discoveries. 

  

 New ideas in this chapter will guide you to proper understanding of written above and generate further in 

the direction of microbiology work with medical-technical analogies and conditional adequacy.  Some medical 

assurance will become statements in future time directions, calculations with acquirable sense will be the fact for 

information theory application in human life and world hypothesis for future biological ethics in science and 

human life. Our renew principle is a real human life ability improvement for society working and living in our real 

world with its structures, forms of organizations, heterogeneous life systems.  Our future programming algorithm 

realization step is very strong and innovative event in mankind existence long-living ability. Biological security 

methods created are science innovation for life concept graduated from mind and generated for best science 

application it should be mentioned in future. Economic justification taken from original created formulas will be 

decrypted in several months this work will be continued.  

      We will come to new discoveries in our life and these discoveries will help people to organize and find 

clarify way of existence in XXI century. 

 So the logical evolution extension for human type intent became individual businessman and this way will 

show reality and potential dynamics with all quasi-metrics and in several days new-media materials analysis. 

 We have anti-matter in our mind and field theory. Let us transport matrix and regenerate in material quasi-

form with constant dynamics and great progressive positive charge. 

 

So we have Gravity moment with spherical angle in hypothesis. This mean in execution new physics field 

characteristics a new supervision of atom cluster with 4 general dimensions information space. It means in 

principle new geometry and energy transitions in objective quasi-dimension.  Calculations made before confirm 

our hypothesis existence in modern hyperspace. This hyperspace transformation with time as general principle 

parameter means time-field transition with extensions or any effect applied in our hyperspace and universe. It 

seems we come to new paradigm that is in new time approximation results in mind application, object supervision, 

relativity and antigravity.  Our researches are trends analyzing with we will come to new cosmic strategy and 

orbital forces. It is a new starships vision and new theory in astrology and universe in our mind. I remind you that it 

is feeling teleportation in evidence and salvation in world with war and war politicians. We have stabilitron cube in 

information-energy-effect space introduced. We have elementary in space and it’s dynamics in direction of effect, 

energy and information. For quantum computer it is energetic infinity in regeneration and solar system energy 

usage and transformation in nearest galaxies in the universe. Activated evolution is a secret never known and 

never in absolute truth.  Building or creating in any available form energy we should transform it in most stable 

and geometrically true principle. It means new abilities and innovations for mankind in different life spheres. Time 

continuum and century aero mobile will be just 21-st century concepts in our mind and famous author’s books and 

encyclopedias. The way to understand creation is knowledge modeling implementation.  
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Chapter  XXVII. Conception. Second method.  

  

 Let us assume that we are intents with self-orientation and self-concentration with thought application in 

theirs thoughts processes in their minds. New tensor metric knowledge will be useful in next chapters with 

Minkovski space and analytic geometry in classical assumptions.  

        In mathematics terms we have m-dimension with clear calculable probability to transform its metrics in any 

space with any dimensions using transformation matrixes, spherical coordinate’s system (3D classic geometry 

system) vision. New cluster system as should to be mentioned, have structure view and organization. Quasi-

molecule is an energetic form of matter (substance) or anti-matter (anti-substance) with dynamics and energy 

parameters with transition in m-dimension space. Any perception of this matter for this moment of time is able to 

fix with entropy measurements of different atom-clusters systems. In usual mind this superstructures are not in 

visible spectrum discovered in XX century. For future in parallel logical heterogeneous systems this ability will 

appear in several approximated time voids. Generally these metrics as analogy in information science sphere and 

other determined cognition scientific branches will be recognized and controlled by automation management 

systems we have in the world. Metrics will be adopted with super-optimization strategy in universe we have our 

thoughts and mind.  Super self-organization main concept in our new knowledge system becomes self-analysis and 

intellectual quality cycle we have in dynamics. Our job, managing, performance, reasoning will become greatest 

“absolute truth” in future discoveries and researches of any type we have. Prototypes developed are testing in 

progress with function and properties inherence with entities created, imagined, supervised and qualified.  

 Yes call-center is just a service desk model with to be processed with function. Now we are not just a 

scientists working with different types of materials we are universe masters and world leaders on our edge of time.  

 

“Minimal points” method. (Energy levels) 

 Using 2 iterations method in algebraic form we have possibility to get optimization effectively results with 2 

differences and get optimal frequencies with coefficient.  Three points is a plane with transduction in m-

dimensions space. Trends archived with this method will be new criterion creation in economic statistics and 

cybernetics. We have calculated zero harmonics using wave superposition method. 

 

Chapter XXVIII.  New mechanics. Locus implementation. Results in new physical fields. 

 

So we have quasi-elastic force mechanical transduction with coordinates change after material object-

point sphere angle rotation in ellipse orbit energetic fields with different entropy quantity. Force should be 

imagined is any force with information and energy parameter.  
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Experiment 0.003 description (Registered!): 

So we have practical biomedical experiment with self-resonant frequency (oscillation circuit) and renewal 

principle aim progress. We can structure our internal bio-mechanical systems with optimal principals generated by 

our mind, working with organic CNN’s we have optimized organic structure in specimen. We have strong possibility 

and ability to have progress with mathematic fundamentals improvement in future. Taking into account 

intellectual quality criteria we have generated new methods of adaptation, self and not self-controlling, 

distribution, reorganization for complex objects in spatial-temporal universe. Further mathematic approach is 

practical artificial methods development realization. Also we should mention that this method is ontogenesis bio-

form progress. 

See next examples where we have harmonic, mode, analog signal disintegration, decomposition in sixteen 

modes model previously mentioned. So in psychophysical and geometry intersection we have developed complex 

object measurement method with materialization probability we are functional in.  

 

In analogy we have signal frequency modulation with next formula (geterodin transduction):  

 ω(t)= ω0*(1+(a/ ω0)*sin(Ωt))     {XVIII} 

 whereω0 – zero(carrier) harmonic frequency, signal phase difference on high frequencies.  

ωt– information signal frequency, 

a- Phase modulation depth, 

Ω – Phase modulation signal frequency. 

Android abstraction addition is ability to change color tone and defined system brightness… 

Here is physical field example: soliton quantum with no stationary Josephson contact with superconductivity 

effect. 

 

According to physics theory electric power is related with absolute cosmic black structure temperature 

with next formula: 

P = 37,(3) * T          {XIX} 

 

Chapter  XXIX. New formulas. Assumptions. 

With definition from classical physics equation results in positive potential formula: 

Ψe= m*Λ*L*η*Qz*I
2
/ω        {XX} 

Where: 

m – Freedom degree, 

Λ – Magnetic conductivity, 
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I – Bispinor current, 

Qz – Soliton constant, 

ω – Angular frequency (rad/sec), 

η – Balanced complex mode atom-atom constant (Soliton pair). 

L – light distance. 

 

Assumption: “Quasi-elastic force existence gives possibility to fly up suspension on defined measured 

height”. 

F = -kx =mg/l*x=m*a 

k –Elastic coefficient (m-mass, l- suspension length) 

t – time-space time. 

 

Self-induction is a way to modify for example magnet polarization. Directed deformations are energy 

density spectrum induction for soliton field. 

dE=-L*dI/dt   (E-self-induction, EMF). 

 

Thermo-dynamic equilibrium as energy transduction is structure change dependent.  

Example goes 

Q*dT = T*(V2-V1)*dp– warmth. 

Isothermal transformation: p1=T*Rm1/v1*M      p2=T*Rm2/v2*M 

p1-p2=T*R*(m1/v1*M1-m2/v2*M2) 

p1/p2=v2*M2*m1/M1*v1*m2              dp/p1=p2/p1-1=(M1*v1*m2/(m1*M2*v2)-1) 

if M1=M2 and m2=m1 then dp/p=v1/v2-1=(v1-v2)/v2=-dv/(v+dv)=-(dv/v+1) 

Combine this 2 equation in the system we can conclude with quasi-elastic force as a voltage derivative. 

dU/dt =  F quasi-elasic 

S – Quasi-shape x
2
+y

2
+z

2
=R

2 

With {XVII} positive chemical energy potential is equal to 

+E = χ*(m*η*Qz*R*Λ*L*I
2
/ψE)

2
      {ХXI}  

χ – Absorbed quantum mass, 

m – Freedom degree, 
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R – Radius, 

Qz– Phase shift, 

η – Field quantum Binding constant, 

Λ- Flux conductivity, 

I – Current in circuit, 

ψE – Energy density, 

L – light distance.  

 

Chapter XXX.  Cluster balanced networks. Cores, new processing unites architecture generation. Program 

knowledge cores, logical threads extensions.  

 

Ok we have sixteen modes (harmonics) and now planning information for further projection and logical 

extensions innovation implementation. Our artificial intellect gives us new power of space and thought flights in 

mentioned directions. Several inertia objects experiments gives new mechanical ideas will be resulted next 

months. Systems we will explore in future will be newly reviewed with information mentioned earlier. Also we 

have found several documental ideas confirmations in science sphere in Internet space. Further cognition will be 

not automation or algorithms programming, it will be long life concept realization in spiritual and material 

universe.  Architecture building or deployment with self-replication method improvement and information 

consolidation will be next integration step in signed researches. So we will have self-replication in active directory 

mechanisms as core function or stored procedure. 

 

Chapter XXXI.  Progress in experiments report. New transducers. 

  So we have some approximations and plans for our everyday business activity. Also we have 

progress in understanding quasi-modes and variety of equilibrium states it gives us in our mind real world.  

 We have understanding in how to make space transformations with complex geometrical formulas and 

matrix calculations. Also we have understanding in how to create or find any pieces of Soliton atom matter. Next 

review will give new graphic related with electromagnetic shield and new inductive schemas. Also in several 

months we will come to hologram simulation and equilibrium sphere prototype realization. Also we have finished 

with cortex-processing in humanistic aim and security conditions. Now all this materials becomes just artificial 

intellect materials. 

 Further thoughts directions can be related with new zero harmony synthesis method, and its 

implementation in application sphere. Also follow mentioned above we will have reasoning in several aspects: 

physiological, psychological, mathematics, economic and philosophic aspects. Our library gives strong 

approximation in psychology, physics, plants growing programs and biology. Organizing new literature with old 

library materials is a great method for further researches which as we think will give us economic foundation in 

short terms time range.  

Chapter XXXII.  Bio-medicine. Plasmoids in human plasma hypothesis. New inductors. Knowledge modeling. 
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 Some documents gives us hope to search and successfully find new objects in plasma gained with 

psychotherapy methods with processors, different types transformations. Inductive reasoning gives us future in 

media meta-data and projection with complex geometry interpretation in information-effect-entropy space. 

 So we have to say that we can calculate bio-potentials in our bodies now, yes it’s not new method but this 

setup is your personality and intent identification and if you want level adjustments. We have harmonic 

oscillations with well-defined basis and entropy transition in its own way. Also we should mention that it’s our 

positive potential charge with energetic internal objects energy storage progress. Yes we have pre-calculations 

with complex super tunnel model and have calculated sphere angle for Ryman sphere, witch as we assume is 

human bio-field. So tunneling in this direction we can come to interesting inferences and knowledge system 

update with optimal solutions, for example Internet, database. Further work will have binding with artificial 

method applications and artificial life aspects and problematic.  We have a thought how to update Intellect 

coefficient and integrate intellect in different spheres of our life. 

 May be it is time to think about new job but our health is not so good as we think, but of course we have 

evident progress and much more experience. We have educated new methods such as positive thinking for 

example, we have strong belief that our new methods generation ability is a good chance to understand and 

explore inner and outer universe that we living in. 

  

 So experimenting with abstract content materials we came to small oscillations law that is kx+ma=0 and 

now we will control inertial reference system. Sixteen modes approximation and transformation method gives us 

ideal equilibrium cycle in perceptual vision and windows logic. Mathematically we can program cycle with 

iterations and result in inductive reasoning with regeneration as thought application production as progressive 

process. As a second result we have mechanics approach that is bio-regeneration and new dynamics appearance. 

We can adjust gamma-rhythms for proactive processing with quality cycle. Abstract automata on object level give 

us new information models formation. It is operational control extension with functional ability. Also we can say 

that this automaton is logical inference system that results in inductive reasoning and knowledge modeling for 

future concept realization. 

 Understanding abstraction is layers implementation or strata; we can assume and decompose new Soliton 

memory creation progress. In progress we can optimize CNN regeneration with new algorithm to have quality in 

saving data and further handling and managing data consolidating in structures. 

Cube model can be new objective wave structure with high energy potential value and stable energy 

quantum stream (sun example), organic structure with mitochondrial complex function property and new breath 

mechanics. Further analysis will guide for new organism mechanics innovation for pro-bio humanoid and bionic 

man prototype origin. This should be an evolution step in modern biological researches and bio-organic mechanics. 

It should be inspiration for inner universe explorers and fundamentals for bio-ethics regular based knowledge’s.  

 

 

Chapter XXIII.  Soliton memory.  New postulates and phenomena. New programs classification discovery. 

 Memory will be realized with new inductive management scheme and tested in lead laboratories. Our 

purpose is to supply this discovery with new method and technical description support. In discussions we will find 
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optimal balance in further adaptation. It will be updated with distributed synchronization zero signals with Soliton 

impulses. 

 So now we came to several inductive logical conclusions and schemas: it is related with entropy differential 

as it mentioned above that can characterize thermo conditions (cold or warmth) and quasi-static content that 

gives us some fundamentals and stability in conclusion as it said. Soon we will correct Soliton wave function with 

complex metrics and will try to make some graphs with resultant time-efficiency-entropy space to have new wave 

presentation in information theory.   

  

Chapter  XXXIV. Quasi-force. Effect dimension abstraction. 

 Second time we should understand what equations we have, give us and its evident new form of 

mathematical foundations that we are looking for. Information-effect-entropy space modeled by us is a parallel or 

if you want inconsistent space for well-known hyperspace. Also we should say about positive energy we have, it 

seems it is positive energy layer level what has aspect and factor g metric. It is related with Dirac bispinor current 

that generates electron hole on the scheme network. Further ideas will be logical summary system conclusion and 

give us some new effect of this 5-th dimensional jump in effect dimension. Of course will be 3 -5 dimensions 

transformation and formulas that guide us mathematical resolution. On physics layer we will have entropy 

difference effect and 4 principles of thermodynamics self-confirmation. It means that equilibrium process will stay 

equilibrium processes based on new mathematical equations, rules, theories and physical constants.  

In continue I should say about quasi-elastic repulsion with material points or abstract objects that is points, 

atoms, force and inertial reference system.    FL   

      Entropy       

           FL 

     

                       F e      

 

                         Θ        

   F el     

Information 

             Effect   

              

  

 F el – quasi-elastic force  

  Θ – Sphere angle 

Picture 0.002.                                            Quasi-force vector boost 3D view. 
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 This force vector rotation is appropriate effect in modeled space with inductive and spatial-temporal 

space metric. See formula IXa and appropriate graphics. Also we should mention that this effect is antigravity.  

 So we can assume that we have impact in replication, regeneration processes and micro-fields impact 

with micro-processor device. Effect dimension shows possible to produce new bio-human internal objects such as 

cito-plasmoid, that have functions and can reproduce them.  All assumption is inductive reasoning conclusions 

made by author with practice and experience that is own and property of nature and universe. Any copyright is 

your personal decision with method you are not familiar with. 

  

 Now we can assume that we have ion capacity with charge-recharge cycle with relaxation time 

parameter in cells membrane. To be exactly we have cytoplasm cubes with positron energetic potential.  

 In some future we will produce new systems with microprocessor adaptive controlled homeostatic self-

education system that will help in bio-medicine, robotics, and bionics, information engineering and maybe even in 

photo-science synergy. In a biomedicine aspect we can imagine that our further researches are real breakthrough 

in mankind science logic with integrated extensions and further synthesis with organics environment. Maybe rainy 

sunny with flashes… 

  

 Aero-transport is future in many proper decisions and directions, fuel regeneration will be produced 

with electro mobiles concepts.  Bio-potentials difference will give triple harmonic oscillations. Analysis with 

competent specialist will give appropriate results and information entropy with progression and control in mind… 

Internet solutions will guide to assumptions never mind before and give strong believe in live system and scientific 

reality.  

 Now resulting in quasi-elastic force we can conclude that out time efficiency can be, for example, 

established in new equation form: 

 ξ=  
 

!
ζ	 " #

$
�2& ' 1����2m ' 3��∑ ni���

�,-        {XXII} 

 k – Elastic coefficient, 

 M – Prototype mass,  

 n - Integer, 

 m – Freedom degree, 

  

Sum ∑ is entropy in physics or, to be universal, information metrics and terms. This means paradox 

equilibrium effect in our dimension space induced and realized in effect dimension direction. So time efficiency 

rate, or frequency is our effect in time field and also this mean that we have reverse working in one freedom 

degree and effect is reverse metric. Providing freedom degree variations we will result in positive effect, relative 

biological efficiency coefficient and energy sources any type of matter.  
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Chapter  XXXV. Internet networks base. Function model.  

 

So now we have new mentioned above analysis and can implement our function in new dimension and 

new logical extension. Operating with photo devices and adapters will guide to new image-line or new perception 

cycle in intelligent form. Further we will correct some formulas and will try to integrate entropy differential space 

to result in this space, direction, dimension or parallel coordinate system with several new metrics and angles.  

Meanwhile working with projects and analyzing projects functional ranks we will come to interesting 

conclusions with effective solutions in artificial intellect, information theory, cybernetics, advanced logic, booking, 

production, genetics, mathematics and literature, bio-ethics… 

So working with full power with Internet networks we have found new objects in abstraction layer and 

have idea about practical meaning and physiological realization. This is a question to chemical reaction support 

team that will give us infinity power source for biologic man existing in today’s real universe and providing 

inductive reasoning on new regular base with some elements and transformation.  Also we think that we have 

found universal methods mentioned above to produce analog energy sources in physics and tomorrow scientific 

reality.  Structure will have rapid density front and will be well-structuralized in nanostructure cube form with new 

synthesis ability. This structure will also have artificial Gravity plasma properties and stable probability in 

regeneration cycle with micro-field management system genetic homeostasis.  

 

Logical reference: 

Educational processes in future terms will be translated in perception cycle window and introduced with 

new criteria with scientific logic terms.  

 

We have found Soliton wave function formula (amplitude/time dependence) in books and soon will 

correct formulas with coefficients, on the picture near you can see graphics for wave function amplitude in 

different time moments projected with entropy-effect-information space model in dimension tree. 
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Soon we will see new plasma, gravity generator prototypes and will direct them in aero-space dimension 

with huge free streams energy capacitors. Also we will see medical physiological aspects and logical extension 

aspects in future projection and managing… 

I’ve find out that 2-nd criteria was mentioned above and it is quality criteria that should fix errors and 

troubleshoot problems. Quality as you remember is cycle with self-control and analysis and result in function that 

will be realized in future (time tree).Soliton function example with graphics gives us perfect example on a new 

level of understanding universe. Antigravity effect will guide for interesting sense. 

So in terms we will conclude in mathematical approach in different wave functions transitions between 

one type to another different type, that’s mean new devices development with appropriate source bases and 

platforms deployment.  After formulas correction we conclude in spectra temperature normalization with effect 

and entropy in information direction. Atoms models will provide world picture extension with corrections in time 

dimensions tree. Also this effect’s our behavior and results in philosophy aspects. Each aspect will guide to new 

assumptions and it further confirmation and foundation with formulation on a new basis with positive information 

entropy and intellect power. Quality estimation will become additional factor in metrics.  

We should mention that with new sources our stimulus programming gives us not just a new “way to 

think”, also it is the main part of a project with self-understanding, self-reasoning and self-confidence. Multimedia 

as mentioned above is a way to generate energy sources with hi capacity and free energy streams direction 

management.  Understanding science in any life application we will have a nice drive on a logical inference 

machine with effective search in information we have to analysis and do second time non-linear or linear analysis, 

depending on modeled situation and procedures in the way of model efficiency with manage and behavior 

prediction ability and intent property. Really we have find out that our control errors method is working and 

should prevent errors in approximation in further calculations.  Books will provide future corrections in complex 

formulas. 

How we have found in physics book about Soliton object its equation with resolution here 

u(x,t)=3η*sech
2
 (η

1/2
*(x- ηt))         {XXIII}   

sech x=csh
-1

 x 

Hyperbolic secant of x = sechx = 2/(e
x
 + e

-x
) 

η –complex constant 

We should mention that wave function quadrant is physical state probability. 

 

 

Chapter  XXXVI. Artificial neurons network. Model implementation. 

 

So, calculations with mathematical approaches, gives new aspects in biomedicine in BRD non-linear 

Soliton method with new internal DNA connectors building and self-healing with medical functions 

implementation.  We have to remember that our organisms, for example humanoid, are infinite universe with 

strong self-regulation, self-adaptation, self-analysis and self-healing of cause.  Also I should mention that new 

wave theory will guide us to a new level of life cycle interactions in different forms and directions in our 

information-efficiency-entropy modeled space. 
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Data integration progress depends largely from quality induction and proper object recognition progress 

in perception cycle acquisition with long memory states renew and short memory self-organization.  

 

So with appropriate trustworthy we can say about constant ordinate data quantum pulse on complex 

plane with additional constant generation ability on this planes or spheres. Also we have essential progress in 

understanding mechanical extensions.  This assumption will guide to new memory types devices implementation 

with schemes logic practical realization in adapted-control logic types synthesis.  

 

I would say that we have interesting range in analogies and it will gives us new forces for build new 

hypothesis with mathematical foundation on a 2 new planes project and 2 Ryman spheres field interaction model. 

This mathematical approach leads to interesting inferences and new theory thesis.  Also we should update our 

knowledge in electrostatics in potential directions. So we have an assumption that these electrostatic potentials 

could be managed in ANN network distributed synchronized nodes. Also we should add that these nodes will be 

updated with antigravityeffect and will have new energy metrics.  And for addition we should implement statistical 

entropy with fixed states quantity and properties. Also now we should say about ANN centers activation progress 

with pre-calculated excitation voltage and oscillated frequency. 

What is interesting in fact is field sense ability and space modeling with different dimensions. Also ability 

to recognize, restore, understand and integrate in modeled space with function implementation; it gives effect in 

time space.  

 

 

Chapter  XXXVII. Environment model. Equalizations. 

 

So working in information space we have found new reverse mapping related with Soliton space 

quantum. Using complex plane and stereographic projection we can get rectangular coordinate system coordinate 

on sky sphere. This coordinates vector is phase plane portrait for attractor transition in environment structures, 

such as dissipative or intentional structures. 

 

System and calculations: 

Rectangular coordinates ξ , η , ζ . 

Gravity Soliton equation resolution    

   z = 2,1124367i (phase shift  Δ(ωt-kx) - in assumption) 

Transformation calculations 

ξ+ i*η =  2*z/(1+|z
2
|)= 0,7734479448*i 
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Consequently ξ=0; 

η=0,7734479448; ζ = 0,36614.   

 

η 

        

 

        

 

ξ ζ 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 0.003. Complex point transduction (gamma radiation ).   Sky sphere 3D view 

 

So thus we have absolute stable equilibrium point for spatial-temporal space quasi-static progress for 

Ryman (equilibrium) sphere. Further we will commit our assumptions about energy-quantum capacity progress 

and criteria estimation for this general assumption.  This point should be related with light similar directions for 

sky sphere.  

With the help of logical inference machine we have an assumption that this point can have a projection 

not only in complex plane and also on space scope with special space metrics. It can be entropy maximum with 

time effect point and also at the same time it can be information point with zero entropy and constant effect line 

start point. Also working with zero harmonic oscillations we having find physical examples like spring or pendulum 

(balance) and realize this info in mechanics and time efficiency criteria that is also entropy characteristic metric or 

any modeled space zero dimension. This knowledge can be applied in new Soliton computer memory modules 

construction and new networks structure generation with methods mentioned above. Thus having well-defined 

collaboration in assumptions we can come to hypothesis and postulate new principles with new for example 

optimal code network programs classification discovery. 

Also this will give additional info in transformation, in common words it means phonon quantum gas-

radiation to static electricity potential network node transduction with metric in effect dimension.   
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Chapter XXXVIII.  New synthesis. Regeneration in progress. New evolution steps in human mind. 

 

Combining different materials and scientific books in this book creation progress we have found several 

new phenomena with positive result and induction in reasoning. Also we have found several chemical reactions 

with bio-potential stabilization effect…  

So education evolution effect phenomena is next step in our mind, thoughts direction and perception 

cycles.  Somas end-automata, as evident, are today’s evolution progress and biological fundamentals start in 

human proactive life-cycle.  This is the next stage in bionic man construction creation proposition. Further 

corrections are pro-functions and procedures with genetic type analysis and cognition.  New synthesis is 

phenomena and central bio-function in self-control.  Regeneration progress is necessary fact in organic structure 

life-cycle. Bio-potentials with attractors are next evolution development stage with information and scientific 

support and artificial life questions. Turing test is new information entropy with quantity and estimation. 

Soon we will come to new synthesis cube implementation as somas automata on biological micro-level. 

Now we can say that it related with CNN centers neighbors weights alignment. Also will be perceptible progress in 

plasma magnetization technological progress with ion background. Thus we can say that we have new biological 

end-automata structure in bionic man life form with its life cycle, form of unity, freedom and mind ability.  

On logical level we can say that each string in truth table mentioned above is now not just a method it is 

also a function that can be implemented and realized in logical construction with machine or new programming 

language interpreter help. Also it should be optimized and realized in main program with graphical algorithm map.   

In future materials cognition we will have new assumption in our hypothesis justification and 

commitment for space generated in project.  

Interesting moment is new type memory that is as well-known physics state projection. Soliton memory is 

one of new type; it can work as self-security function for modes that produce different equilibrium states or 

microstates and as biological or economical function that are known in our world. We can assume that it can be 

related with ATF synthesis and other interesting biological functions for example.   

In human mind we can have ontogenesis with symbiosis on one space dimension with integrative abilities.  

 

Chapter XXXIX.  Century note. Transformation and analysis. Cognition on a new stage. Inductive reasoning.  

 

On new timeline with several ideas we can come to interesting conclusions in human mind. Intellect 

quality is strong test for communication ability in modern world we are living in. Thus new research gives 

additional grandiose potential jump in reasoning ability and understanding world with new methodology in our 

minds.  We do life with new quality and new progress dimension. Every extension and compression gives new air 

and breath for new idea realization. Every difference gives us economic fundamentals with profit percentage and 

new acquisition. Cognition becomes more powerful with inference machine, prototype modifies with new shapes 

term help and dynamics analysis censors. We have strong belief that acquisition and analysis with algorithm guides 

to hypothesis confirmation with new material production in next time space. Mathematics, with controlled 

calculations, interact world with new supervision. Also additional information will help in new discoveries and 

hypothesis.  
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With abstract automata in information field we can find resolutions for conflict situations and service duty 

time extension for devices mentioned above. Analyzing experiments we will have new cognition and 

understanding with new terms and intellect. Transformation now is complex plasma-ATF regeneration progress 

with ability to optimize method, control operations on different stages, structures integration and bio-field status 

update.  Further communications will guide to universal networks creation with all prototypes implementation and 

extended logic innovation. For developers and system builders it will be proposal fact. Understanding full and non-

full inductive reasoning will provide supervision and distribution and create new basis for new structures and 

evolution progress.  

 

Working with cognition we have found new interesting aspects in material analysis such as cognitive 

realism. This term gives us additional impulse in understanding mind, exploring religion and traditions, opening 

new methodology and combine different ideas in future concepts. Also we should mention such universal term like 

cosmic order that could be any chaos system evolution criteria. In the same turn we can say about new criteria 

physical invariance. This could be universal strategy in energy cubes build progress. In the term of modern complex 

time or for example firth-dimensional space we can say about additional factors and new effects forecast. This 

opens new dimensional system with interesting behavior. Our pendulum-spring measurements give quasi-elastic 

force vector 180 degrees rotation with appropriate information, effect and entropy. Several stages analysis will 

give new step for new fundamentals in science application. In our assumption cosmic order can be represented 

with Gravity-Soliton equation that should affect Earth and near space planets magnetic fields. This effect can be 

calculated with quasi-static application. With constant correction all processes have physically invariance. This 

should produce stable artificial Gravity system. 

As a human being we will get new lands, seas and oceans and light on stars and new Earth. Each mental 

state with registration will approximate and integrate in new dimensional space. Also we have a remembrance 

that Soliton impulse can transfer magnetic quantum and, as we assume, it is flux or analogy as we mention above 

in theory and calculations. 

 

So now we have methodology with different energy type’s transformations and angle interference. Also 

we have precession generator with energy quantum adsorption progress and transduction. This methodology is 

also DNA coding system with functional intents model and binary trustworthy. 

According to first formulas we have harmonic oscillation with classical and quantum mechanical energy 

with differentials in information-effect-entropy space. This space has new locus, spheres and complex geometry 

constructions.  
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Chapter XL.  New quantum mechanics vision.  Understanding mind. Spherical interference. Adaptation progress. 

 

So we have new timeline in our life cycle with Fourier harmonics for further analysis and new light 

generation devices and constructions. It seems our ideas gives us new way for understanding science on a new 

stage with new knowledge and new quantum.  We believe that time gives us surprises or curious if you need.   

Now we have no any doubt what we have proper way in our research direction and its usefulness. Quality 

cycles will follow wise man and create absolutely independent basis for knowledge system implementation. This 

will be approximately helpful in science and education life sphere with program release and code privileges.  Soon 

we will generate new table matrix with next operation control management function and as we think create 

appropriate type of binary check.  Corrections will be trustworthy adaption and probability concept for our 

information theory.  

As we have a guess that zero oscillations can be afforded with order in proper physical process 

understanding progress we can come for interesting mechanical adaptation in new method progress and science 

viewpoint. It can be new step in new aero mobile concept construction progress. We have an assumption that new 

transformations types will be useful in this prototype creation and near space adaptation. 

Working with gravity fields and soliton waves we can come to new curve interference or sphere 

interference. This can be with different energy streams with amplitude transducer effect.  

With biologic point of view we should say that we have not just new synthesis as phenomena also we 

have neurons-oscillations or harmonic soliton that affects energy levels and hydrogen potential yield mentioned 

above. We have an assumption that this will be useful in further researches and discovery programs.  

Also I should mention that our table is new cell automata with identification life organisms and structures 

property and function. 

 

 

Chapter XLI.  Memory terms. Additional understanding and functions. New system preview. 

 

In this time continuum we have important question about short and long terms memory thoughts in the 

direction of human origin intent. This should be fixed as progressive human ability with complex properties and 

brain CNN layers self-organization. Medical support is a very important memory self-organization facility for 

creating different types and physical realization prototypes with further adaptation and self-education progress. In 

range of human evolution this fact will be the main concept in humanity consolidation processes in the extending 

world. Any technical specifics will have reflection in prototype memory organization progress. Further research 

progress as we suppose will create new memory prototype with strong synergy and extraordinary functions in 

intellect quality growth questions. Also we suppose that this should give us new system vision and new strategy 

with evolution criteria and new architecture.  

In hypothesis confirmation progress we have additional assumptions about complex factors in frequencies 

transformation. It can be phase shift or appropriate complex quantum metric with potential or transcendental 

space equation mathematical solutions with graphical interpretation. Any new formulas appearance with or 
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without substitutions will help in end-automata exact formula creation with new criterion and dimension 

implementation in workspace or any linear or non-linear environment. 

Our aim is not just new scientific fundamentals with new logic devices; it is also knowledge system with 

intellectual philosophy, concepts, rules of understanding, strong physiological basis with new synergy and 

universal mind. 

 

Physically we will come to new current experiments with existing theory and rules in mind; also we will 

come to complex behavior systems analysis with new errors corrections method in programming facilities, new 

bio-energy mechanisms and kinetics in lifecycle progress direction. It is suitable to say that it is progress in 

oscillations analysis and its energy transitions in new modeled space with mathematical approach. All experiments 

will be registered and enhanced. Oscillations analysis will be updated with elementary base, rules and principle 

schemes. Also we should mention here that quality transformation is a key to the universe and projection. 

Continue in mind is transformed energy capacitors with long-terms storage. Also we think that it is a main factor in 

data consolidation progress and generated infrastructure deployment.   

We should mention that we have entropy parameter as the main energy stabilization parameter and can 

apply Lyapunov stability parameter as the system dynamics order parameter. (see “Complex cognition” book) 

In quasi-static processes we will have not just stable transitions and equal atom weights; we will have new 

self-constructible materials in nanometers dimensions sphere. Also it will guide to new phase scope portraits with 

new geometry and graphics.  

 

 

Chapter XLII.  Gravity term. Induction current. Effects. Analysis. 

 

Working with Internet materials we have come to new gravity and viscosity term interpretation. Also we 

have found new gravity induction constant related with gravity and inductivity. See next formula  

D = W * P
1/3

           {XXIV} 

 W – proto-material viscosity (magnet viscosity) 

P – Gravity field energetic density  

D – Gravity induction, sec.  

 

In space energy force impact we can get induction current in core. It can be measured as 

I =r / W
2
          {XXV} 

r - Planet core radius 

W – Viscosity 

Here core interpretation is “electromagnet”, thus we can say about attractors and antigravity effect.  
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Current gravity constant is equal to Gp = 2, 22483 * 10
-11

. Нм
2
/кг

2
. In nearest future we will say about 

gravity acceleration on different planets and its physical sense in assumptions. In effects dimension we will have 

fast antigravity effect with appropriate additional calculations. Also we should say about quantum harmonic 

oscillations and its new theory impact.  

 

 

Chapter XLIII.  Quantum hypothesis. Ideas and current n-evolution. New formulas preview. Re-understanding. 

Iterations and Energy. 

 

So we have found several ideas and examples in modeled information-effect-entropy space with parallel 

metric we have come to new assumptions and inferences. First is that our time efficiency frequency can be 

quantum activation frequency that is mentioned in common field theory. Second is, that Zenon paradox is real 

example of measurements infinity and useful idea for future analog modeling and construction graphs. Third is, 

that our efficiency term can be just quantum efficiency. Also we have found that our wave complex is not just 

atom dimension it can be complex signal amplitude at the same time, and as it was pre-calculated is imaginary part 

with transcendental evolution that was obtained previously in chapter X.     

 

Interference trajectories that you can see on picture 0001 can be modeled as double torus interference in 

idea with resonance Soliton or flux quantum activity. Also we have discover that we have come to ideas with 

attractors with metrics and quasi-periodic oscillations that mean that we have new phase in linear dynamic 

analysis with BRD method progress. It’s mean that we have quantum transformation in classical form with effect in 

wave form and information dynamics with entropy production. Atmosphere climatic quasi-periodic is one of the 

best examples in our human life and Earth nature dialogue. This dynamics we can observe on water shapes, in 

Gravity fields, air and space. 

 

Ok we would say that everything is in normal state, like sun, heart, lung, and brain. Activation and 

mathematical approach create universe with controlled sun system, such power space cannot be imagined in 

trivial method and is not evident in perception mind. This means that humanity now on the next step of human 

evolution and knowledge given us from global world is strong intellectual trend line with different factors and 

space system states. 

 

All hypothesis made up by the author is inductive reasoning in real hyperspace we have in our Earth 

universe and it should be perceived with intellectual approach and adequate point of view. We should say that this 

research will be strong implementation in regular basis and technical exhaustively right. Further in this work we 

will have some linear analysis with new type of quantum analysis in information effect dimension.   

Reviewing formula {XVIII} we will get field modulation effect frequency with next equation     

  

2 Ω =- ln(


.
ω2

0t)            {XXVI} 
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This can be electronic filter logarithm amplitude-frequency characteristic with future booster scheme 

creation progress dimension. Here ω0 can be RC or RLC input information signal or scope cutoff middle frequency 

and Ω is modulated signal. The effect of this scheme prototype is in effect dimension space model analog.  

 

So to understand nature of this field we should understand proto-material intent such as charge, mass, 

oscillation type mathematical dependences. In nearest future we will get new xyzt-hyperspace graph for Soliton 

field with transformation mentioned above.  This field is new memory type for new elementary based inductive 

schemas and new physical materialization in real hyperspace. For real world oscillator examples such as sun or 

heart we will get new equations and optimal energy equations and modes with appropriate entropy and internal 

energy. With help of evolution criteria we will calculate biologic species internals evolution with optimization for 

long life living ability property or long life cycle in other worlds.  

 

 

Chapter  XLV. New scientific notation.  

 

For this moment we are at the grate evolution step that can reconstruct our internal and external 

universe with new concept innovation in intellect sphere. We will say that this sphere is cube with sphere in cube 

that is new multitude ideas of tomorrow. 

Transduction mentioned above is modulation example with low management information packet zero 

harmonic with hi-frequency modulation signal. This mode is system state with complex wave function with 

complex amplitude and constant phase shift in current / voltage dimensions. These functions will be realized in 

new inductive electro-magnetic schemes with nano-metrics level transition with innovation propose and concept 

prototype deployment. Also I should say that new field is new mass and new energy elementary in our universe. It 

has strong wave function, interesting physical phenomena and several mathematical solutions with different 

hyperspace forms and energy estimations and also with quality and evolution criteria.      

 

 

Chapter XLVI.  Flux linkage and new accelerator. Engine and electricity analogies.  

 

It seems we have new breakthrough in scheme logic with electric current circuit logic. With the base of 

formula XXVI transformation we came to RC low frequency input, frequency modulation and 3 inductive elements 

output for messaging purposes in information flows like Internet, social networks, operating systems and different 

security systems, robotics serving for humanity and mankind. These ideas will be useful in new dialogues and open 

communications all other the world, on Earth and Mars, Solar system and near galaxies, deep stars missions 

planning and different spheres of life we ever could mind.   

We have an assumption that this is also a new step in Nano sphere dimension world and new micro-

integration and systems architecture.  With great enthusiasm we can imagine new super-economics, intellectual 

creation progress with a great tempo and education and life quality improvement priorities.  New materials will 

generate new knowledge’s and new lines with huge energy potential for new strategic constructions activity. 
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Chapter XLVII.  Soliton field introduction. New hyperspace model. Physics experiments. 

 

Comparing different information materials about Soliton quantum we have come to new vision field and 

additional understanding of new quantum existence and activation. This gives us additional medical and chemical 

aspects in human world nature knowledge. This knowledge is high and effective with effective properties, like 

mono-magnet, and effective energy mainstreams. To model this field we need 4-th dimension model coordinate 

system like hyperspace that is space and time metrics. In assumption it could be 3D system rotation or motion in 

linear direction. Also we have an assumption that length is harmonic structure sequence as wave function 

parameter in appropriate type. This field introduction will be new energy transitions progress in biophysics in the 

same way. It will be related with synthesis chain and protein-electron reactions. This is new synthesis analysis with 

bio-fields interactions and new bioplast energy transformation types or Soliton energy generation. This will provide 

new synthesis and bio-structures architecture building and reconstruction in further research progress.  

 

As we know with portable document file technology static soliton wave potentials interaction has 

harmonic initiation energy value with next energy state (zero harmonic energy state) 

E0=(2
3/2

/3)(m
3
/λ0)         {XXVII} 

So calculating angular frequency or wave number we can results in non-symmetry energy state unique for 

every manage wave effect.  

With understanding that phonon-soliton quantum transition we have pre-calculated phase shift or we 

have new formula with soliton pair waves – traveling wave interference with soliton atoms space correlations. In 

modeled information-effect-entropy space we have infinite energy state continuum with next equation for 

coordinate and integer coefficient:  

z=mx
2
/2

1/2
             

z- Modeled space coordinates, 

ω
2

k=m
2
*(2+0.5*k

2
)         {XXVIII}   

ω – Angular frequency [oscillation energy mode]; 

k – Integer;  

For k=0,  ω
2

0=0 - Soliton atom free dynamics move, 

k(z)=exp(i*kz)[3th
2
z-1-k

2
-3ik*th(z)] 

k(z) – fonon quantum function;  

where th(iz)= e
iz
-e

-iz
/ i*(e

iz
+e

-iz
), 

and  th(x)= (e
x 
- e

-x
)/(e

x
 + e

-x
).	
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Chapter XLVIII.  Space. Teleportation methods abstraction. Quantum teleportation. 

 

So  understanding that not just a magic or interruptible process this the future of cosmic strategy this is a 

vision of neurons-tunneling works, cascade stabilitron effect gives a gravity field time balance level, and creates a 

Quadra-dimensional acceleration field in time.  Teleportation as was discussed in previous documents is a process 

of tunneling of organic structure through time field of the nearest planets, so the way to understand it to generate 

new tact frequency for concept car for example Opel or Volkswagen, water formula and make report in the results 

of experiment…  As you remember it is the way to understand the universe, next step to antigravity “- mg=force”. 

New vision of the future gives life in a new time dimension structures…  

 

With the help of quantum mechanics logic we can assume in 3-rd teleportation method as quantum 

polarization state change in effect dimension tree. It can be interpret as polarization plane rotation in new 

information-entropy-effect space with parallel triangular coordinate’s approximation.  

Manned flying object bases with autonomic landing systems, shock-resistant fields with additional orbit 

line positioning manage ability will be in charge of performing operations. As a reagent liquid nitrogen will be used 

for object structure refraction in a directed intergalactic nanostructure for teleportation process initialize (pre-

conditions).  In this case in light quantity field temperature gives an effect of dust consolidation and new object 

with memory peelings generation. Irreversible reaction – thermo-magnetic synthesis teleport object on new 

matrix or state with other crystal form and new creator with appropriate light quantity power.  

 

In new memory generation process self-destruction commands will be cleared and aim directives will be 

searched for regeneration algorithm realization in new reasonable mode. All object internal installations will be 

performed also subconscious logical ideas and interesting new galaxy new unexplored atmosphere life ideas will 

be realized. Also new shape will give new cognition savings in alien highly developed class and civilization with 

alien world outlook and collaboration methods bindings.   

 

 

Chapter XLIX.  New logic. Internet extended abilities. Globalization and researches programs. 

 

From internet surfing and synergy science we have found that proto-matter is plasma energy dynamics 

form. In develop this thought we can come to interesting assumptions with the help of universe mechanisms. 

Comparing plank and gravity field formulas we can come to new interesting equations that characterize aero 

prototype field and environment. In phonon gas field energy density and Plank energy density we can calculate 

energy flow temperature parameter for different oscillator’s types and frequency spectrum. Also we will result in 

phase speed as flow additional metric. 

 

       {XXIX} 
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So we have come to new assumption that soon we will create quasi-linear electric scheme for new device 

class. This scheme will transform incoming signals into signals of other type or origin to say exactly. Also we think 

that it can be booster, transducer type devices. This scheme will be one of the main elements in aero mobile 

prototype creation progress and it will be related with antigravity effect that we have mentioned above. This will 

be not just next technology step it will be new mechanical concept with interesting extended aerodynamics 

application. 

 

 

 

Chapter L.  Information paradox. New electro-mechanics. Dynamics in analysis. 

 

So taking in account ideas we have come to new concept it seems and have find-out that previous 

calculations is related with dimensions transformation and  complex time with Gravity. So pre-calculated quasi-

elastic vector rotation is dissipation rotation or quasi-time where quantum mechanics is related with statistic 

mechanics in equation: 

 1/kT=¡t/ħ         {XXX} 

Where: 

K- Boltzmann constant 

T-temperature 

t –time 

ћ – Plank constant, Δ(ωt-kx)=2,112437 

And transcendental equation resolution is soliton wave resolution with quasi-time  

 

Information is now energetic component or layering in terms of modern science. We can check it with oscillator theory and Gravity 

wave suspension experiment. 

 

 

Chapter LI. Relativity. General principles. Prototype progression. New aerodynamics. 

 

So we can succeed having progress working with parallel structure development method. Our coordinate 

systems in the same way become second method progress realization. Working in we should create and analyze 

new dynamical systems with additional dimension static environment. This method is old-one but it have, maybe, 

reborn.  In our knowledge system it is new concept and methodology of hypothesis confirmation progress and it is 
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at the same time service improvement in truth matrix system innovation and investments in educational 

programs.  

In general principals a new way to think is force triangle method that should be applied in prototype 

construction and internal systems creation progress with new quality strategy. A real progress in this work should 

be antigravity research experiment that should results in several phenomena’s and new analytics for research 

teams. 

We have assumption in effect dimension about light pressure that can be imaged in mental sphere, to be 

exact in sensors visual information perception with external sources, like electrical devices, generators, 

homeostatic   machines, atomic stations, transducers and boosters with inference machine help. Building or 

combining new schemas we can have additional information and progress in effect dimension. In relativity theory 

this can mean for example biological mitochondrial memory regeneration. Also we should say about new dynamics 

analysis with additional metric, for example with energy quantum or other type quantum transformation. To be 

objective we have new wave transduction with positioning on earth celestial sphere with real mechanical 

approach. Also I should mention that this is useful in mathematical modeling creation progress with real solution 

result and prototype building with classical mechanics theory help. 

 

So for this moment of truth equations: {XXIV} and {XXIX} for gravity field energy density in modern 

hyperspace. Equalization gives next results for quantum effect in effect dimension 

D
3
=W

3
*[ω

2
/π

2
c

3
]*[ђω/ (e

ђω/kT
-1)] = (Φ/S)

3
     {XXXI} 

 

W – Proto-matter viscosity, 

D – Gravity induction, sec; 

ω – Oscillation zero harmonic. 

Where, gravity induction is surface density in mathematical term, and proto-matter viscosity is cosmic 

object Gravity field viscosity table data.  

 

Taking in account energy spectrum density we can come to new gravity induction calculations and legends 

and also we can calculate absolute space temperature for galaxy systems. Also in these astronomic calculations it 

is useful to create parallels and interesting analogies with scientific ideas and laws. Oscillator’s modes will give 

more complete graphics picture for deep space radiation research, space stations incoming data and astronauts’ 

trainings programs.  

 

Chapter LII. Astrophysics and astronomy. New space planets satellites measurements. Anti-gravity. 

 

So we have found new interests in celestial mechanics and planet self and relative orientation in planet 

orbits shapes. Also we will make an attempt to calculate or find-out some astronomy parameters. In continue of 

exploration we have found some new Internet-solutions for discovery improvement progress.  
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Also we should mention that new way to understand progress is hardware or software upgrades or if we 

need invention in progress dimension. Now having energy spectrums, densities and oscillations modes we can 

come to new gravity mechanisms constructions with a great charge, tempo and potentials. Energy transformation 

will become new effects in complex systems dynamics analysis. We should combine our knowledge and structure 

it in new tables, data and knowledge bases to develop new prototypes for mankind can interstellar.  

 

For hardware implementation it is possible to program logical modules for controller technology and 

integrated communication devices. This will be matrix or vector programming with expert systems creation for 

progress extension in scientific and educational sphere.  

So from multimedia boosters we have come to magnetic field boosters or flux as it was assumed as soliton 

quantum analogy. Thus we are on the stage of creation new magnetic streams lines with torus geometry. In 

continuum and effect we will have energy density spreading with booster effect and antigravity spectrum. 

 

 

Chapter LIII. Information structures new materials. Worlds of devices, ores and iron.  

 

We have created new abstract automata in information structures that can be scientific researches 

automation system and controller device as we have suddenly find-out. Now we are on a new stage of 

understanding universe and data management. Create new backups and consolidate data in connected structures.  

Since voyager flight it is next evolutions stage in aeronautics and air navigation. So we will see that we will 

find outer solar system and Milky Way.  

 

 

Chapter LIV. Principles, analogies, logical scheme synthesis. 

 

Now we know that Soliton is electron and field is a concrete structure, for example classical vacuum, with 

vortex structure with electromagnetic energy.  Understanding with Soliton wave equation solutions on regular 

mathematical base we’ve come to new waves complex interaction with cube building as a result. On quantum 

layer we have come to sinus-Gordon equation with new revision and implementation phase. Also we have find-out 

that phase shift can be soliton waves centers phase shifts with interaction and full form saving. 

Understanding space correlations with atmosphere branches we understand antigravity discrete spectrum 

point’s work. With addition of fine structure constant we can get new mathematical inferences with intellectual 

approach and code privileges in dissipation matrix realization. Also we have to remind ourselves that fine structure 

constant is interaction between electron and photon wavelength. 
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In soliton type waves with depth analysis we have come to new idea about soliton pairs and soliton cube 

construction (kink-nucleon) that is stable from the speed characteristics structure also we have understanding that 

our hypothesis is also complex phase shift in wave dimensions direction. 

Our formula (VII) is mathematical operand with other sense in mind and soliton cube realization. 

Logical scheme will be parallel connections scheme with new microprocessor signaling with dissipation 

matrix signals on the new breather device that can be cube in draw structural view. 

 

 

Chapter LV. Bio-form oscillation mechanism. Analogies and mechanics. Oscillations second side. 

 

So we are on new boson quantum era, working with kinks in physics and chemistry. Now we can say that 

oscillations is structure intent if we need and oscillations are any harmonic system standard term that appears in 

materials, nature structures and environment, space and gravity effects. Self-control mechanism integrated is 

wave function switcher or breather with main mode with constant calculated above. This wave’s picture we can 

call energy distribution in modeled hyper-space. Atoms elements knowledge gives us new way to feel and 

understand universe we are live forms living and working in. 

 

Pre-calculated oscillation mechanics:  

New Ryman metric for researches with phase shift: 

Delta(kx-ωt)=2,1124367   (constant phase wave point, wave front phase speed is constant) 

k- Elasticity coefficient, 

x- Coordinate, 

ω- Angle frequency, 

t – Complex time. 

And the wave function we calculate is   

u(x,t)= A*exp(i*kx-i*wt) is well-known progressive(running, travelling) wave. 

For controller table 0.001 we have exponential potential phase shift and harmonic on each mode related 

with other ones.  

 

This wave can be induction result in core or scheme that is on the simulation (modeling) stage. String theory 

can help with this wave as multiplier functioning with constant in our experiment. 
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With oscillation second side position we can say that we have several harmonics digital signal transition 

with n cascades electric filter with input-output signal phase shift for our breather device. Soliton wave normal 

mode in this example is harmonic with complex wave function and wave number. Also we can say that we result in 

phase-frequency characteristic with constant pole angle in transfer function on complex plane. We assume that 

this phase shift can result in motor behavior (field rotor) and new physical oscillation type motion like precession 

as it was mentioned in experiment above. In addition to previously said we can say that we have analyze 

harmonics from lower to highest to have complex signal. Also we should understand that wave phase speed 

frequency dependence is the proper way to understand communications in wave modes analysis. With constant 

pre-calculated previously we have channels conditioning understanding and phase coherency with constant 

difference. On mathematical basis we have electronics scheme analysis with wave theory approximation in a best 

manner.  

  

In depth analysis we can say that we have constant with low harmonic – high harmonic oscillation 

exponential growth with running wave coefficients and parameters. This factor can be transition multiplier in 

different physical values transformations. It has bio-physics aspect and wave theory dispersion law as fundamental 

basis in theory life spheres application. We would say that this is transduction provided with ion background and 

static elementary charged condition (magnetic field constant) or elementary connectivity state with magnetic 

induction growth and wave field generation property. Thus quantum efficiency by these terms can be low 

harmonic oscillation dependency with freedom degree, entropy and energy level with well-known interpretation.  

  

In quantum mechanics aspect we select any power transformation multiplier and Soliton theory in a new 

research main program that activate, modulate, transmit and receive wave function with amplitude and phase 

parameters in open environment and physical conditions.    

 

 

Chapter LVI. Mathematics analogies. New approach. Deeper in effect dimension.   

  

It seems that our transcendental equation has its mathematical analogies in mathematics world.  As an 

example we can take Penleve transcendental equations for running waves. In our interpretation we will guide to 

new effect with quasi-elastic vector rotation with Ryman sphere invariants and characteristics shapes or surfaces. 

This is related with soliton wave creation, transformation, different forms resonances with soliton wave base 

function main properties savings.  

 

Understanding harmonics superposition in complex signal we can come to new phenomena and experiment 

stage registration with intermediate result. In scheme synthesis progress this can be not a bad basis for future 

intellect composition or creation progress in intellectual sphere.  Combining signals in data transmit environment 

we can receive and transmit data in appropriate direction with linkage process activation.  

 

So generating new knowledge in science direction we can result in new functions and jobs that are in our 

mind and abilities with properties and information field branches.  
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Chapter LVII. Back to quasi-modes. Plasmoid interpretation.  Harmonics and phase portraits.   

 

We have come to new regeneration conception with new phenomena and classical scientific assumptions. 

In effect dimension be have interesting flip with potential and elastic exponent  that can change our universe 

perception in mind, philosophy, literature and other life spheres. Mathematical basis it seems become source of 

truth and proper information bit. Complex signals become clearer and more distant in understanding different 

wave’s propagation.  Static analysis becomes dynamics additional factor in hyperspace; we are human creatures 

existing in. With fundamental point of view we can come to classical laws re-understanding with new 

interpretation and extensions in visual and sound spectrum objects.  

 

Further research step will be new depth analysis in new physics and mathematics with complex metrics 

and measurements. Also we have understanding with logic advanced progress in our minds and new applications 

in economics and applied mathematics. Also we should get result in quasi-linear scheme building with nearest 

future. In abstract terms we have perfect result with logical inference machine example in inductive reasoning 

process and activation. Also soon we will have progress with information theory and modes approximations. On 

signal side this is its amplitude with appropriate dynamics and behavior.  

 

Future physics gives us perfect example of biological aspect – regenerated medicine and genetic therapy 

as a science disciplines and methods. In ion analysis we have dialed again with ion as dipole or quadruple and 

mathematical cell as biological structure example in understanding human as a biological structure.  

 

 

Chapter LVIII. From thoughts generator to ideas synthesis.  Regeneration model. Results. 

 

Now we can say about travelling wave modes and make another time analysis main truth table with wave 

numbers, additional harmonics, current frequency and signals modulation with best effort. It will be related with 

new soliton memory modules and new network devices with different class electric and magnetic properties. 

As the main part of this work is soliton cube existence with mathematical basis hypothesis confirmation 

with mathematical formulas and appropriate experiments inspection. In order to confirm registered experiment 

results we have research different parallel and analog documents in explored research theme. Practically we 

perform network updates with extended logic and build knowledge system core with structure and documentation 

library. Electronic analysis will be first step to next breakthrough in effect dimension with information and entropy 

metrics in modeled hyperspace and time continuum.   
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Chapter LIX. Quasi-linear scheme creation steps. New space phenomena’s, new paradigms. 

 

In principal we have several ideas about complex electronics analysis and have some success working with 

electronic diagrams, controller algorithms, and electric drive shift. Soon this knowledge’s will be progressed to 

source matrix table update in approximation direction and truth search aims and priorities. We have interesting 

homeostasis and approximated extended logic in general assumption. Combining these ideas with biological, 

economic and educational models we can come to concept construction in nearest future. As we have an 

understanding that every of us: students, advanced students, masters, doctor of science and academicians, has his 

own knowledge system only generating new open communications we can come to our universe projection. 

Galaxy and solar similar systems models building with exploration purposes and new effects and physical 

phenomenon discoveries implementation. As we know that autumn electric storms happens not so often in our 

climatic zones we in analogy can represent meteorite or comet flight event in new cosmic model astronomy 

science integration.  

 

In addition I would say about homeostatic machine we are driving in our purpose realization. This will be 

4-th experiment in this work and will explain some new facts in new doctrine building progress. Artificial gravity 

systems projection as you understand is nearest decade’s question in mathematical physics science. It will demand 

several research teams work in this direction and several new science exploration programs in appropriate 

ministry.  

 

So now having activated quantum with model in hyperspace we have best effort in proactive lifecycle and 

new synthesis in new artificial conditions. In depth analysis with 4 iteration method we can get new automata with 

automation in progress dimension with scheme building evolution and experiment description in nearest future 

that is now and that is reality. So time becoming first step parameter in any complexity system analysis. In effect 

time is differential parameter and it is integral parameter in activation progress. Also we should mention that time 

is electrostatic or magnet constant measurement unit ant it is related with electromagnetic engine moment and 

current dependence.  This knowledge should fix motor setup flexibility behavior and engine control system. In 

concept realization it is next step in understanding mechanics and forces with mathematical basis.   

 

Chapter LX. Information paradox. Static constant in approximation. Exploring new energy. 

 

Further in research approximation we have new or addition modulated signal spectrum characteristic 

with amplitude-frequency characteristic and phase-frequency characteristics. With fixed ωt we have quasi-linear 

amplitude A(ω ) hyperbola and appropriate spectrum.   

S(ω)= ∫ s(t)*e
-jωt

dt          {XXXII}   

s(t) –voltage function. 

New modulation gives low-frequency messages with master equation mentioned above. Also we should 

say about modulator signaling in progress. This device gives components streams modulation and portrait with 
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graphs and interesting dynamics behavior or static additional dimension. Also we can construct interesting air 

dynamics with atmosphere on different planets in extended universe.   Receiving or transmission signals are 

appropriate signal transduction with self-organization in atomic quantum structure with common mathematical 

form. Also we can generate new biological structures with strong constant connectivity.  This structure is 

mitochondrial membrane nanostructure with symmetric nodes and energy calculable relations in genetic therapy 

scope within.   

 

In term of regeneration process we can calculate structure repair progress parameters with mitochondrial 

H2O molecules formation in inter-membrane space.   

 

In understanding experiment we can suppose that we have potential cube with intra-atomic relations 

with pre-calculated constants and thermodynamics energy and entropy transition in modeled space.  

 

 

Chapter LXI.  Electrical linear regeneration scheme analysis.  Modes synchronization. Radio world. New aero 

extensions.  

 

So we have new scheme build or model with regeneration function as basis. This scheme effects energy 

levels adjustment with long life or service life ability time growth. In depth analysis we will understand oscillator 

model function works in concrete dynamics and current flow mechanism functioning. In complex digital signal we 

have discovered harmonics superposition Fourier confirmation with analysis. Further job will be related with new 

prototypes construction and architecture. In aero-mobile prototype we shell innovate soliton cube as power boost 

extension with special auto-functions.  Also we will assume in new information theory terms and conditions. It will 

create new untouchable facts with energy basis and cube core with super-symmetry and self-regeneration ability.  

Regeneration in extended logic is electron connection progress with charge as a result and current source 

as new scheme power for functionality and implementation. In several modes scheme can perform operations 

with control function and device management as a base lines. Soon we will find a method to calculate entropy and 

system energy parameters. Scheme is aero concept base mechanism and source for mission flights. In progress we 

will calculate reliability and quality with extensions. 

 

Thus we result in round harmonic in analyzed complex signal and its self-resonant frequency, with 

calculated value. And other tabled harmonics with coefficient and integral time parameter for selected oscillations. 

In depth analysis we will make final conclusions with this research work and have flip term in understanding 

analysis sphere. Also we should mention that it seems that we have aimed in soliton quantum field energy 

eigenvalue and will explore it realization in meteorology, space sphere, astronomy, big spaces Earth discoveries 

and further researches.  Also it should be recognized as mechanical extension with booster function and dynamic 

behavior mentioned above.  
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For this moment we have come from interruptible spectrum to discrete spectrum with approximation.   So 

we have some progress in quantum methodology and have second hypothesis in mind with quantum logic and 

analysis stages.  With discrete spectrum and discovered elastic laws we have come to appropriate evolution with 

quantum analogy. Testing program logic in our research program we have produce new business or pre-progress 

cycles with scanning and recognition method.  In integral logic will come to new hologram constructions and new 

mathematical basis with fundamentals in nearest future. Modeled hyperspace is m-freedom degree time-space 

with contour inter-shapes integrals with wave XT function as a result. Einstein functions with mass and energy 

could be nice energy exchange transition or transfer with fields and flows distribution. With science consulting we 

will create new trends in economic direction and world diplomacy with government support. With new logic and 

programming concepts we can get result in code super-optimization and new controllers for aero concept building 

progress.  

 

Phone and soliton memory creation is a question of several days or weeks in common words. Quantum 

logic is based on hundred year experience and consequent approximation with global innovation, research and 

consolidation processes with expert’s points of views.   

 

Reviewing complex function in hypothesis confirmation we have come to pseudo-shapes with Euler’s 

complex wave function form in mathematical terms. Analyzing this in the future we will come to potential shapes 

new theory presentation.  

 

 

Chapter LXII.  Electron flight. New quasi-shape and magnetic rotation. Quantum analysis. Current or flow.  

 

So we have result in new electronic orbit level growth in rotated magnetic field or flux flow.  Trajectory on 

picture 0.001 can be imagined in positron-electron annihilation model terms and positron cube structure self-

organization with intra-atomic force with Newton force metric with connectivity constant.   So the field can be 

changed in complex view with constant phase. This positron super-structure is self-organization example with 

several physics aspects and addendums.  We will see this organization example in modeled metal surfaces or 
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shapes, other material types with current flow property. Also we can have this transduction in organic structures 

with ion transport activity with chemical equilibrium balance. In regeneration terms these structures are energetic 

stations with energy potential level, oscillation type, and period and wave auto-function. The main remembrance 

here can be that flux flow is soliton quantum activity that is structure self-organization method in non-linear 

freedom degree space. In efficiency term we can conclude in new order with structure and base harmonics in 

super positioned wave quasi-form.   In common words we have dialed with multi-universe or m-freedom degree 

hyperspace model. For this moment of truth we have network binding with controlled inertial dynamics. In 

phonon quantum activation we will come to new strings theory review with new general assumptions and 

assistance in progress direction.   

 

 

Chapter LXIII.  Hyperspace transformation. New modes interpretation. Additional inferences.  

 

In addendum and continuum of research progress we have come to new several assumptions. Thus our 

modes can be hyperspace intent mode with wave function, induction level, code level, periodic as mentioned 

above. Also we have found that our cube can be positron cube with electron-positron pair regeneration property. 

In deepest analysis this from one point of view can be artificial intellect idea reborn and with other position it can 

be antigravity effect with magnetic levitation type interaction. This exploration can be good feed-back in literature 

aspect and new scientific edge power potential for further discoveries. With additional calculation we can say that 

this is even not nano-sphere or nanostructures question, this can be string theory approximation and in the same 

way Einstein principals knowledge renewal.  In this work progress we can come to new Maxwell’s electrodynamics 

several stages analysis and some new quantum theories application.     

Заряд электрона(позитрона) 

1.60218E-19 

Электростатическая константа 

8.85419E-12 8987551788 

Расстояние ребра 

куба 

4.58291E-15 

 

Such scale is connection dimension intra-atomic force dependence with electronic analogy in network 

architecture.     

 

So bosons with spin 0 well-known as phonons can have different pre-calculated spectrum with different 

elastic ratio in different environment. In transcendental transduction we result in different soliton energy mode, 

for example in coil or throttle.   

 

In table interpretation we have advanced in induction level, or self-control and appropriate code 

combination associated with perception window method level. It will have application in photo-technics and 

video-technics equipment and can become development department’s new know-how.  
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Chapter LXIV.   New ideas in concept. Entropy metric understanding. Quantum effect differential.   

 

So in our field research and new mechanism building progress we have dialed with motor control setup, 

new engine synchronization impulses analysis, space black holes and dark matter, new light generation model with 

appropriate power management and new transduction effect. In project continue we will explore Maxwell’s 

principles, Einstein laws creation progress, we will innovate methods and concept in programming and auto 

transport and aero transport evolution. New control scheme will be interesting innovation in electrodynamics and 

mechanics.  

In information field we will deal with new department’s organization, new information theory application, 

selling technology generation, trainings recharge, parallel and open dialogue reconstruction and analysis progress.   

In biology aspect new synthesis with laboratory plants growing and trees restructuration will be activated.  

So we have result in wave 3D shape with phase speed not equal to wave distribution speed. Thus we have 

complex dynamics and complex combined analog signals. With quasi shape modes we have top and not top shapes 

form with wave phase point dynamics. It can be related with magnetic induction level growth with shapes form 

changing and force vector rotation with dissipation and attractor change in effect dimension.  

 

In concept design we have dialed with service-desk standard model like call open dialogue with sports, 

medicine, programming, building, architecture, philosophy and sociology.  This enlightens are new infrastructure 

support and existed infrastructure integration model with newly in depth analytics skills and evolution 

understanding, new synthesis, ontogenesis and biological structures safety mechanisms creation. In other words it 

is culture innovation with new forecasts and risk estimations. Also this is new ozone production reaction with new 

space matter and antigravity with positron flight and cube revision.  

So now we have topologic Euler characteristics for different shapes type and topologic wave modes and 

wave shape potential forms. So we have an assumption that it can be equal-potential shapes or other type 

potential shapes with energy characteristic and total charge.   

 

 

Chapter LXV.  New gamma generation model.  Entropy change and getting information.  Euler’s characteristics. 

 

So via self-control function we have found that in approximation we’ve come to different type induction 

layering with possibility to change magnetic flow with flux linkage. Also we have found in full previous chapters 

audio review rotor intensity existence with classical interpretation.   Further in potential shapes analysis we will 

assume based on potential values and shapes forms.  
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That was interesting is to result in stabilitron cube in assumption that is current form of cascade chain or 

bridge with manage and stabilization functions.  Also we have progressed in electromotive force that is Faraday’s 

law in classical form. Now and in the future we will estimate dynamics and fields with different characteristics and 

directions in effect dimension with appropriate entropy differential and new information. In atomic or quantum 

logic we have get Lithium, oxygen, nitrogen, fluorine and Helium logic with flow control and charge regeneration 

with potential difference and current estimation.  

An important question is that we have come to new inertia and force moment interpretation with 

antigravity or negative pressure gravity repulsion. Second important moment is magnetic field similarity that is 

very useful property in understanding prototype realization principles.   

With additional dimension method we can update mathematical object measurement system with 

rotation or swirl dimension. In hyperspace model this can be new property with proper description and 

foundation.  It can provide space extension with gravity acceleration in Earth field for example.   

We should mention that we have deal with hyper-space warping and cosmic tissue that is concept space 

road or new galaxy system with new nova. In one of methods of modeled space is sphere as universe mechanical 

concept. Also we should take a possibility of space fill with dark or other type of the matter.  

 

If we will assume universe as a big Ryman sphere that we will get new principle idea that entropy is 

related with shape area and space filling may be done with homogenous environment with magnetic properties 

for example or any m-degree environment that confirms as sphere is most energetic stable structure. Also we have 

find out that universe ultra-micro structures is the most elementary universe structure basis with charge, mass, 

energy and wave common properties.  With 5-th or 9-th space degrees we can measure or model objects with new 

effect discovery in  time  and light registry progress with perception method vision and for example recognition 

method and further additional information acquisition with graphs in modeled space. So as was written in the 

beginning of the book electromagnetic nova star travel is possible with probability theory support, string and 

relativity theory.  In universe extension progress in accelerated time we should understand light distances that 

overcome gravity and electromagnetic spectrum and extend four common known types of interaction.  

 

With field abstraction that without external action has its non-zero energy we can come to new atomic 

structures with atoms decomposition and orbital electron-photon dissipation effect with positive energy 

estimation. Magnetic field rotation becomes its transformation with new attractor elementary orbit positioning 

with potential jump and elastic repulsion. In analogy modeling we can come to interesting quantity approximation 

and quantum theory general logical assumptions.        
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Chapter LXVI.  Modulation results. New magnetization understanding. Waves conditions. New field.  

 

Now we can imagine that all coding process is just new or well-known transduction with digital signal or 

phase signal integration. This progress type is the way to understand, for example, voltage fallouts while 

regeneration progress real charge. It can be a way to understand infinity in a new way. It also can be related with 

magnetic field any type changes with value difference or over-voltages reasons related with any scheme element 

conditions change or warmth dissipation. Also it can be any-type effect dimension impact with information and 

entropy changes as it was modeled previously. This could be sphere of next period research phase in the future for 

research teams and can become new work reality.  At the same time it can become forecast horizon problem 

resolution.  

 

 

Chapter LXVII.  Multi-dimensions theory. New analogies concept integration.  

 

Exploring different materials we come again to new cube, derived in our scientific work. This cube is 

absolute 3-dimensional quantum that in 3 freedom degree space according with multi-dimension spaces theory. 

With help of this theory we can understand now that is sphere square model is a mass in universe terms for 

example, plank constant is a force, 2-3 dimensions  sphere shape square – sphere volume transformation is energy 

release process with capacity property for example.  

Now we can say that Schrodinger’s equation is balancing condition equation for example for cluster 

systems, where nodes can be represented as spring and at the same time can be Ohm law analogy. We can track 

physics quantities chains now with multi-dimensions theory help. We can continue our galaxy stars flight to Lion 

starship with best dreams and new ideas.  

 

Also we should say that square is a mass equivalent and we can use this analogy in the future different 

theme researches.  In energy direction we can suppose that formula VII positive energy is shape-sphere transition 

model energy that is transducer function equilibrium sphere mechanism with entropy differential and new 

information.  Also we have understood that it is phase transformation with freedom degree growth.  

With cube model we can bind different kind quantum with constant conditions and interstate force or 

appropriate type interaction.  Soon we build new graph for in assumption auto wave with different environment 

and harmonics. So we have come to approximation question.   

 

With understanding discrete-continuous spectrum transition model we are coming to continuous 

antigravity spectrum model innovation that is angular frequency, distance, elastic coefficient dependent function 

and thus quantity research sphere of interest. With this type transition we have as it mentioned above energy 

release with positive charge and thus further transduction.  

In induction continuum we have energy absorption-emission in positron cube model. As it was previously 

found we have metal structure grid or different material grid cube and as it was said fully quantized space. At the 

same time in concept ideas interleaving we have new filters information field with prototype model upgrade.  
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With cosmic structures we can imagine sun quantum oscillator radiation flow generation with mechanical 

galaxy center model construction. Such celestial equilibrium sphere example can be applied in cosmic objects 

modeling progress with new building method architecture.   

 

 

Chapter LXVIII.  New elementary particles. Elementary table overview. Effect and entropy in dynamics. 

 

 So working with internet as management instrument we have discover anti-graviton particle as 

elementary base for further research continuum.  We have an assumption that is main discovered effect 

participant and hyperspace regeneration model quantum activation and entropy transitions dynamics result. This 

charge capacity is possible to interpret as Gravity force interaction participant. So after analysis we have result in 

next assumptions that Gravity field and density is the main aspects of new synthesis reaction with neutrino as 

gravity field quantum that produce gravity wave and anti-mass as antigravity effect or reverse wave. Also we 

should mention that we working with gravity potentials and thus appropriate potential shapes. Also we discovered 

that anti-graviton can be thermo-nuclear reaction result and warmth elementary.  

 

In dynamics we can have interesting graphic with, for example, constant entropy differential and absolute 

temperature growth. Also we have find out that electricity charge is condensate quantum as it mentioned in 

physics terms. With electro-magnetic field we can make gravity dynamical with density difference movement.  

 

 

Chapter LXIX.  Final inferences. Research application.    

 

In information structures libraries we can find a lot of works that can explain some aspects of research 

that was difficult in understanding or too complex for you, my reader. I have assurance that this research will put 

some light in this world of darkness and miss-understanding. This work also can be measured as information 

theory with new information model innovation. As you have understood it is a deep analysis method to regenerate 

knowledge’s and integrate it in life sphere. In understanding mind as we assume it is useful to communicate in new 

dialogue form with people living in different countries with different mentality and life conditions. Author has to 

thank further mentioned literature list persons for there’s tutorial in long truth search way with global intelligent 

form and absolute rights position.        
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